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Preface

Public and private donors have spent hundreds of millions of dollars
to support development of new medicines and technologies to deal
with neglected diseases, but they have focused little on the regulatory infrastructure and clinical trial practices necessary to ensure
that these new therapies actually reach the low-income countries
where they are most needed. How can low-income countries—
where few, if any, clinical trials have occurred—be best prepared
for the influx of large, pivotal trials needed to support the licensure
of novel drugs or vaccines? How can the safety of clinical trials be
best safeguarded? How might the huge costs and unnecessary delays
of these trials be reduced? This report provides practical answers to
these challenges and recommends specific steps that donors, drug
and vaccine developers, and regulatory authorities in the developing
world should take to get the job done.
Why does this report matter? An estimated one billion people,
including 400 million children, suffer from one or more neglected
diseases. Malaria, tuberculosis, dengue fever, leishmaniasis, and
other neglected diseases kill, disable, and deform millions of people
each year. Children, pregnant women, the poor, and politically
marginalized suffer the most. Most of these diseases have no effective treatments.
There is hope, however. A confluence of private philanthropy,
government intervention, and investment in product development
partnerships has yielded a large pipeline of health technologies to
treat, prevent, or diagnose neglected diseases—with nearly 240
neglected-disease drug and vaccine candidates now in development.
But before these potentially lifesaving drugs and vaccines can
reach patients, their safety and effectiveness must be demonstrated in clinical trials. Two challenges arise. First, these trials
must be conducted with highly vulnerable patients in countries
where the disease burden exists. Limited regulatory capacity and
unclear approval processes in many of those countries, particularly in Africa, delay clinical trials, deter investment, and can
place subjects at risk. Compounding these challenges is the need
to conduct these clinical trials in multiple infrastructure-poor

countries, each with its own regulatory requirements, interpretations, and lengthy review timelines. Second, under typical current
costs per trial, there is not enough funding to support trials for
more than a fraction of the candidate drugs and vaccines in the
neglected-disease pipeline. Clinical trials are expensive, representing as much as 70 percent of the cost and most of the time
required to develop a drug or vaccine. A single late-stage trial
requires years to complete and can cost tens or even hundreds of
millions of dollars.
Increased funding for late-stage clinical trials and regulatory
capacity building in low-income countries is needed, but will not be
sufficient. Part of the solution must include reducing the unnecessary costs of these clinical trials and assuring a more streamlined,
sustainable approach to regulatory oversight and patient safety in
very poor settings.
Under the leadership of Tom Bollyky, the Center for Global
Development launched a Working Group on Clinical Trials and
Regulatory Pathways in October 2010. Its participants and observers included representatives from donors, regulators, sponsors,
and investigators that fund, oversee, and conduct clinical trials
in low-income countries as well as legal, regulatory, and global
health experts. The Working Group conducted extensive outreach and a detailed assessment of the challenges and opportunities that arise as candidate neglected-disease drugs and vaccines
move to late-stage development. Based on analysis of approaches
that have succeeded elsewhere, the Working Group proposed a
two-fold strategy for improving these clinical trials and the way
they are regulated, with the aim of reducing costs, delays, and
risks to subjects.
First, the Working Group recommended a more streamlined,
better resourced regional approach to clinical trial regulation. A
single procedure by which multiple countries can work together
to approve and oversee clinical trials would allow participating
countries to pool scarce regulatory resources, create an efficient platform for capacity building, reduce inconsistencies across national
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requirements, and speed product development and delivery to
patients.
Second, the Working Group recommended systematic attention to such practices as simpler trials for licensure, increased and
more efficient clinical trial monitoring, and greater emphasis on
reporting on and adjusting to problems early in trial design. These
and other evidence-based approaches would help focus trials on
their key objectives and build quality and cost-efficiency into their
design and implementation.
These two recommendations involve strategies that are practical,
scalable, and mutually reinforcing. Pooling regulatory and ethics
review capacity regionally improves the capabilities of regulators
to work with donors and trial sponsors to ensure that trials are
efficient, well adapted to the local circumstances, and protective of
local subjects. The possibility of better, faster, and cheaper clinical
trials, in turn, encourages more clinical research generally in that
region, which generates the fees and experience needed to improve
local capabilities.
As the Center’s 15th report on global health policy issues, this
Working Group’s excellent contribution continues a proud tradition

of fostering public policies that support market mechanisms—as
a way to encourage private, public, and philanthropic investments
that work for the world’s poor.
Of course, a report is only a first step. Now it is up to the
regulatory authorities in low-income countries, the product
development partnerships and private firms developing new
products, and the regional and global institutions to take up
the fight. One step we hope to see: the African Union working
with the World Health Organization and the World Bank to put
in place an effective regional regulatory institution to approve
and oversee clinical trials as well as the speedy registration of
new products.
Nancy Birdsall
President
Amanda Glassman
Director for Global Health
Center for Global Development
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Executive summary

There has been tremendous progress over the last decade in developing health products for neglected diseases. These include drugs,
vaccines, and diagnostics for malaria and tuberculosis, which kill
millions of people annually, and for other diseases like Chagas and
dengue fever, which may be less familiar, but nonetheless exact a
large and often lethal toll in the world’s poorest communities. Led
by product development partnerships (PDPs) and fueled by the support of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the U.S. National
Institutes of Health (NIH), the Wellcome Trust, and other donors,
there are now dozens of candidate products in the pipeline. These
drug and vaccine candidates could be, for many neglected diseases,
the first new therapies and prevention tools in a generation and, for
others, simply the first.

Clinical development and the challenges
ahead
Clinical trials play a central role in successfully moving candidate
drugs and vaccines from discovery and into the hands of the populations who need them. They provide the evidentiary basis for the
diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease. Clinical trials are
also the basis for the regulatory approval required before these
products may be manufactured and distributed to patients.
An increasing number of candidate drugs and vaccines for
neglected diseases are moving to late-stage clinical development.
Two substantial bottlenecks threaten our capacity to bring these
products to those in need. First, there is not enough clinical research
and regulatory capacity in many neglected disease–endemic settings
to support the clinical trials that need to occur there in order to
complete the development of these products. This lack of regulatory and ethics capacity can undermine the safety of subjects and
the validity of clinical data. Second, even with expected attrition
in the pipeline, current levels of financing are insufficient to support the clinical development of these products under current cost
assumptions. Addressing these related challenges will require not
only identifying new sources of funding for large-scale clinical trials

and capacity building—but also devoting more attention to how
these trials and their regulatory pathways can be improved to reduce
unnecessary costs, delays, and risks to trial subjects.
This Working Group recommends a two-pronged strategy to
bring the costs, risks, and finances for clinical trials for neglecteddisease products into a better, more sustainable balance.

Regional regulatory pathways
The Working Group recommends establishing regional pathways
for the regulation and ethical review of clinical trials in neglected
disease–endemic settings. Moving to a single integrated process
by which clinical trials occurring in multiple countries and sites
are approved and overseen would improve the coordination and
pool the capacity of ethics committees and national regulatory
authorities (NRAs) involved, reduce regulatory inconsistencies
and overlap, and provide a more attractive platform for external
assistance and donor support. In doing so, regional cooperation
would offer the opportunity to improve regulatory capacity and
reduce clinical trials costs at fairly low expense to donors and local
governments.
Based on its review of the precedents for regulatory cooperation
and extensive stakeholder consultation, the Working Group recommends a centralized procedure/joint review model in which both
NRAs and ethics committees participate. The particular design
and adoption of that approach are questions that participating
governments and their underlying institutions must decide. The
Working Group recommends incorporating the following objectives and parameters:
• Sovereignty and local accountability. Regional approaches to
clinical trial regulation and ethical review should respect
national sovereignty and the goals of local accountability, while
striving to achieve the benefits of greater regional cooperation.
• Capacity through cooperation. Cooperation on clinical trial regulation should promote regulatory capacity and integration in
the context of joint reviews of actual clinical trial applications
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rather than pursue the harmonization of laws and regulations
in the abstract.
• Voluntary and, at least initially, non-binding participation.
Governments should have the opportunity to participate and
gain confidence in regional clinical trial regulation before being
bound by its results. Voluntary participation for NRAs and
trial sponsors would be sufficient provided there are incentives
for that participation.
• Broad in function, limited eligibility, and scalable. To be most
effective, regional cooperation should encompass the full range
of clinical trial oversight including applications, amendments,
inspections, and monitoring. Initially, the pathway should be
limited to priority countries and technologies, but expanded
as resources, trust, and competence build.
• Less duplication, more coordination. Participating NRAs and
ethics committees should work in close cooperation, with open
communication and a clear division of labor. Ethics and regulatory reviews should be performed simultaneously rather than
sequentially.
• Common documentation, standards, and timelines. Regulatory
cooperation requires common documentation and standards
for authorization to be effective and sustainable.
• Increasing the availability of outside assistance. Regional cooperation on clinical trial regulation of neglected-disease technologies should include a formal process for requesting outside
assistance from the World Health Organization (WHO) and
qualified NRAs.
• Donor funding in the near term, self-supporting over the long
term. A regional regulatory pathway will require seed funding
from donors, but should seek to be self-supporting over the
long term. A streamlined regional regulatory pathway with
more certain regulatory timelines could hold material value for
clinical trial sponsors and justify additional application fees.
• Links to existing structures and initiatives. The regional regulatory pathway should be designed to evolve from existing
regional regulatory networks or economic institutions that
offer a political or legal framework for sustainable cooperation.
• Monitoring and evaluation. Design of the regional mechanism
for clinical trial oversight should include metrics for monitoring and evaluating performance and decision-making.
Based on these principles, the Working Group has identified the
minimum requirements for this regional regulatory mechanism

and proposed options in some detail for addressing them. Chapter
4 includes a flowchart that depicts how a mechanism for regional
clinical trial review could operate.

Better, faster, cheaper trials
Numerous PDPs and their industry partners have conducted successful late-stage clinical trials of candidate technologies in lowincome settings at relatively modest cost. Budgets for global health,
however, are tightening. New donor funding for product development is increasingly scarce. Streamlined regulatory pathways
alone will not achieve the cost and time savings required to sustain
clinical development of the lifesaving neglected-disease therapies
in the pipeline. Better, faster, and cheaper clinical trials are needed.
Achieving that objective will require a focus on the key parameters
and objectives of the trial, evidence-driven approaches, and early
engagement among trial sponsors, investigators, and NRAs. The
Working Group recommends the following strategies.
• Simpler trials for licensure, more support for policy research in
phase IV studies. Embedding neglected-disease epidemiological and policy research into pivotal studies of the safety and
efficacy of a candidate product is an expensive way to obtain
that research. Pivotal studies must be conducted according to
the most stringent international standards and at the limited
number of sites capable of supporting such trials. Focusing pivotal trials on the research necessary to support licensure would
reduce costs, expedite product registration, and lower site and
investigator demands. For this approach to succeed, however,
donors must increase funding for the phase IV policy and epidemiological studies necessary to support WHO recommendations on the use of the product and neglected-disease research.
• Early investigator input and independent advisory committees.
Local investigator and independent stakeholder input should
be solicited early in study and protocol design to help spot
potential problems and help keep studies simple, feasible, and
focused.
• Pressure-testing protocols. It is common practice for many multinational pharmaceutical companies to “pressure test” protocols and screening criteria by performing them with dummy
subjects and study products prior to enrollment. This approach
improves the efficiency of trial design and reduces the number of subsequent protocol amendments. A similar approach
should be adopted in neglected-disease product development.

xv
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• Electronic data capture (EDC) and centralized monitoring.
Clinical trial monitoring costs can often account for as much
as one-third to two-thirds of the costs of a clinical trial. EDC
and centralized statistical sampling are cost-effective and can
be adapted for low-resource and rural settings. Donor bulk
purchases of equipment, infrastructure, and training would
make adopting EDC and centralized monitoring even more
economical.

Toward implementation
Vision, strategic investments, and hard work built the current pipeline of products for neglected diseases. Realizing the promise of
that pipeline and ensuring its future vitality will require improved
clinical trial practices and an analogous commitment to building
regulatory pathways more favorable to trial subjects and current
and future innovation.
Opportunities for partnerships exist. Academic centers and
public-private partnerships are exploring ways to improve the
efficiency of clinical trials without sacrificing scientific rigor or the
protection of subjects. Neglected-disease product development is
motivating new donor resources and technical assistance for regulatory capacity building in developing countries. Substantial and
increasing private industry investment is devoted to conducting
biopharmaceutical clinical trials in developing countries. Developed country support for international regulatory cooperation
and clinical trial oversight are now matters of enlightened selfinterest. Investments in clinical research and efficient, effective
regulatory oversight in developing countries are no longer just
matters of public health, but legitimate tools for economic development and job creation.
The early priorities for implementation are clear. Regional cooperation could help ensure adequate and more efficient clinical trial
oversight in many low- and middle-income settings, but would be
particularly beneficial for vaccine trials and Africa. The majority
of the products in development for neglected diseases are vaccines.
PDPs report longer delays in regulatory and ethics approvals of trials
for vaccines than for drug products in neglected disease–endemic
countries. Africa is the region with the most limited regulatory
and ethics review capacity. Our analysis of data on Clinicaltrials.
gov, an international registry of clinical trials, reveals that Africa
is also where a disproportionate number of neglected-disease trials are occurring and that there is a strong regional orientation to

the multi-country trials for neglected diseases. Most NRAs and
ethics committees in Africa have not yet become entrenched in
particular regulatory approaches, making cooperation easier. A
WHO-led initiative, the African Vaccine Regulatory Forum, has
already conducted three successful, multi-country joint reviews of
clinical trial applications. Numerous regional economic communities in Africa are pursuing harmonization of drug registration as
part of the African Medicines Regulatory Harmonization (AMRH)
initiative. The World Bank has created a trust fund, with $12.5 million in seed funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation,
to support this effort.
The recommendations in this Working Group report offer
practical and scalable ways to address the urgent challenges and
opportunities presented by the neglected-disease product pipeline.
Moving forward will require collaboration and investment from
all key stakeholders.

Developing country NRAs, ethics
committees, and their governments
There is precedent for centralized procedure/joint regulatory
review models moving from conception to implementation relatively quickly and yielding fairly immediate benefits. Achieving
a similar outcome in this context will require from participating
NRAs, ethics commitments, and their governments: political commitment to engage in regulatory cooperation including, where possible, a contribution of funding and dedicated personnel; a memorandum of understanding that defines the scope of cooperation, the
identity, responsibilities, and rights of states parties, product and
applicant eligibility, and the oversight procedures, standards, and
requirements involved; some administrative structure to coordinate
cooperation; and enough regulatory and ethics review capacity to
participate, or at least a willingness to defer to others until that
capacity can be built.

Clinical trial sponsors
Clinical trial sponsors must demonstrate their support for more
streamlined, effective regulation and ethical review of their clinical research by using the regional regulatory pathway, agreeing to
allow participating NRAs to share confidential data, and demonstrating a willingness to pay additional fees. Investing upfront
resources to build quality and efficiency into clinical trial planning
and design can also lower trial-sponsor costs, expedite treatment
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access, and preserve scarce resources for other neglected-disease
product development.

Donors and funding agencies
Philanthropic, intergovernmental, and bilateral donors must recognize clinical research and its efficient and adequate oversight in
developing countries as priorities for global health and economic
development. Donors should provide seed funding to support
regional approaches to regulatory and ethics oversight of clinical
trials at regional economic communities and the WHO, using
multilateral funding platforms like the new World Bank trust fund.
Funders of neglected-disease product development should encourage their grantees to use the regional pathways once established.
Donors should invest in independent clinical trial planning advisory boards and clinical research and monitoring infrastructure,
which can improve the quality and efficiency of neglected-disease
clinical research across technologies and product development
sponsors.

Developed country NRAs, academic
institutions, and international technical
agencies
WHO must continue to provide the technical support, credibility, and convening power, which have been critical to the success

of the Developing Country Vaccine Regulatory Network and the
other existing regional approaches to clinical trial regulation. The
U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the European Medicines Agency (EMA), Health Canada, and other developed country NRAs must increase their existing technical assistance and
diplomatic support for regional regulatory and ethics oversight in
low- and middle-income countries. Academic centers and intergovernmental institutions working on improving clinical trial practices
must extend their research to neglected diseases and the challenges
of resource-poor settings.

Looking ahead
The regional regulatory platforms and cooperation strategies recommended in this report could be expanded over time to support
other critical regulatory functions in low- and middle-income
countries. Regional cooperation that achieves more certain review
times and reduces regulatory inconsistencies in clinical trial oversight could achieve similar objectives for product registration. A
regional approach that pools scarce country regulatory resources
and provides a sustainable platform for clinical trial oversight capacity building could do the same for post-market drug and vaccine
surveillance. These compound benefits of regional platforms for
regulatory cooperation provide further compelling justification
for stakeholder investment.

Safer, Faster, Cheaper

Improving Clinical Trials and
Regulatory Pathways to
Fight Neglected Diseases
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Chapter 1

New treatments for
neglected diseases

Advances in science and technology have helped solve some of the
world’s most significant and persistent health problems. Low-cost,
simple-to-use technologies have controlled or eradicated infectious
diseases like smallpox and polio, reduced disability and infant mortality, and saved countless lives and billions of dollars in low- and
high-income countries alike. Over the last decade, the potential
promise of such technological solutions to address neglected diseases, which afflict the world’s poorest and most politically marginalized people, has captured the attention of philanthropists,
policymakers, and private sector leaders.

The importance of new treatments for
neglected diseases
Neglected diseases are a heterogeneous collection of predominantly
infectious conditions for which few, if any, effective therapies exist.
These diseases include malaria, tuberculosis (TB), and a dozen
other parasitic, soil transmitted, bacterial, and tropical infections
(box 1.1).1
Neglected diseases disproportionately affect the world’s poorest
and most politically marginalized. 2 They are endemic, for the most
part, to Africa, Asia, tropical regions of Latin America, and parts of
the Middle East.3 More than one billion people, including 400 million children, suffer from one or more neglected diseases (table 1.1).4
Neglected diseases have a staggering impact on afflicted people
and communities. Malaria and TB alone kill an estimated 2.1 million people annually, almost exclusively in low- and middle-income
countries.5 Human African trypanosomiasis, Chagas disease, leishmaniasis, dengue fever and leprosy may be less known to the general
public, but are responsible for more than 500,000 deaths annually
in poor countries.6 Other neglected diseases are less deadly, but
disable, deform, and increase their sufferers’ vulnerability to other
infectious diseases like HIV/AIDS. Children and pregnant women
suffer disproportionately. In 2008 an estimated 8.8 million children
worldwide under the age of five died from largely preventable causes,
many of which are related to neglected diseases.7 Approximately

89 percent of all malaria deaths occur in Africa, primarily in children under five.8 Neglected diseases adversely affect pregnancies and
child development, undermine worker productivity, and perpetuate
the cycle of poverty, insecurity, and infirmity in the communities
in which they are endemic. 9
Given that about one in six people worldwide suffers from one or
more neglected diseases, it may seem surprising that there are few, if
any, effective therapies for them. Historically, there has been little
investment in developing new treatments for neglected diseases
because most people who suffer from them are desperately poor.
Diarrheal diseases, malaria, and other childhood diseases also appear
on the developing world’s top-10 causes of death, but are nowhere

Box 1.1

What is a neglected disease?
Definitions of neglected diseases vary. For the purposes
of this report, we have defined neglected diseases as:
1. Chronic parasitic and infectious conditions.
2. That are endemic in low- and middle-income countries,
with little or no presence in high-income countries.
3. That disproportionately affect the poor and politically
marginalized, particularly children.
4. The interventions for which must be low-cost and suitable for use under difficult and health infrastructure-
poor circumstances.
Accordingly, this report defines neglected diseases
broadly to include tuberculosis, which has only a relatively modest presence in high-income countries, but
not HIV/AIDS, which imposes on a terrible burden on
the world’s poor, but is endemic in both high- and lowincome countries alike.

New treatments for neglected diseases
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Table 1.1

Global prevalence of selected neglected diseases by WHO region
Estimated number of infections (millions)
Disease

Total

African

Americas

Eastern
Mediterranean

South-East
Asia

Western
Pacific

Chagas disease

8.3

N

8.300

N

0.004

0.002

Cholera

4.0

1.3

N

N

2.5

N

50.0

—

0.9

N

0.2

0.2

740.0

198.0

50.0

10.0

130.0

352

0.06

0.06

N

N

N

N

1.6

0.27

0.05

0.19

1.1

0.02

247.0

—

0.53

5.7

2.4

0.25

37.0

36.63

N

N

N

N

207.0

186.0

C

C

C

C

Tuberculosis

14.0

3.9

0.35

1.0

4.9

2.9

Typhoid fever

22.0

0.4

0.4

—

4.6

—

Dengue fever
Hookworm
Human African trypanosomiasis
Leishmaniasis
Malaria
Onchocerciasis
Schistosomiasis

Notes: N = negligible; C = cases found in some countries; — = data unavailable.
Source: Anis Rassi Jr, et al., “Chagas Disease,” Lancet 375[2010]: 1388–402; WHO, “Cholera,” Fact Sheet No. 107, updated June 2010,
http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs107/en/index.html; D Sacks, “Global Cholera Estimates,” Department of International Health,
Johns Hopkins University (2011); WHO, “Dengue and Dengue Haemorrhagic Fever,” Fact Sheet No. 117, updated March 2009, http://www.who.
int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs117/en/; WHO, Working to Overcome the Global Impact of Neglected Tropical Diseases, First WHO Report on
Neglected Tropical Diseases (Geneva: WHO, 2010); WHO, “Human African Trypanosomiasis (Sleeping Sickness): Epidemiological Update,” Weekly
Epidemiological Record 81(8): 71–80; WHO, “Malaria,” Fact Sheet No. 94, updated April 2010, http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/
fs094/en/; WHO, World Malaria Report: 2010 (Geneva: WHO, 2010); RG Feachem, et al., Disease and Mortality in Sub-Saharan Africa, 2nd
edition (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2006); WHO, Global Tuberculosis Control 2010 (Geneva: WHO, 2010); WHO, “Diarrhoeal Disease,”
Initiative for Vaccine Research website, updated February 2009, http://www.who.int/vaccine_research/diseases/diarrhoeal/en/index5.html.

on the equivalent list for rich countries. Infectious and parasitic
diseases account for one-third of the disease burden in low-income
countries and nearly half the disease burden in Africa, but less than
3 percent in high-income countries.10
Since drug development for neglected diseases may often be just
as expensive and uncertain as it is for diseases that afflict the affluent, the interest of pharmaceutical firms in investing in neglected
diseases has been understandably small. Fewer than 40 of the nearly
1,400 new chemical entities approved between 1975 and 1999 were
for neglected diseases.11
Many neglected diseases have no effective treatments.12 Many
of the drugs and vaccines for neglected diseases date back to the
colonial era.13 Others are new uses of existing drugs and veterinary

products, or were developed for use by developed country militaries serving in disease-endemic areas.14 Many of these treatments
are prohibitively expensive, toxic, and otherwise ill-suited for use
by target populations that include pregnant women and children
and in impoverished settings with few trained healthcare personnel,
limited refrigeration, and sparse healthcare infrastructure.15 Historical disparities in the availability and application of technological
innovation for health have exacerbated the inequities between rich
and poor countries.16
Effective, safe, affordable, and simple-to-use treatment, prevention, and diagnostic tools for neglected diseases are urgently
needed. Vaccines are among the most cost-effective health interventions, preventing diseases that would otherwise require expensive
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A renewed pipeline
Over the last decade, there has been a substantial increase in the
attention on global health, including developing new treatments
and improving existing ones for neglected diseases. Most of this
increased attention has taken two forms.
First, funding for neglected-disease research and development
(R&D) has increased dramatically over the last decade, with annual
funding reaching $2 billion in 2009. 21 Half that funding (just
more than $1 billion) comes from two sources: the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation and NIH.22 The biopharmaceutical industry has
contributed an increasing amount ($376 million, or 18 percent),
mostly in the form of in-kind transfers of technology, expertise,
and training.23 The majority of that R&D funding for neglected
diseases (almost $1.2 billion) goes to two diseases: malaria and TB.24
Research funding for cholera, dengue, and Chagas has increased in
recent years, but diseases like leprosy, Buruli ulcer, and trachoma
continue to receive little support. 25
Second, new partnerships have formed among private, philanthropic, and government actors seeking to meet the health needs of
the world’s poor. PDPs are structured collaborations between commercial and public sector partners that combine drug and biotech
company expertise with public sector funding and understanding
of the developing country health needs and regulatory requirements.26 Collaboration between the biopharmaceutical industry
and public sector entities has existed for some time, but the current generation of PDPs represents a more systematic attempt to
develop and adapt a portfolio of health technologies for neglected
diseases.27 PDPs receive most of the funding for neglected-disease
product development. 28 Some PDPs are disease-, technology-, and

even product-specific; others have broader mandates and manage
a sizable portfolio of drug, vaccine, and diagnostic candidates.29
Most PDPs are based in developed countries, but several partner
with research institutions and manufacturers in Brazil, China,
India, and other middle-income countries.30
As a result of the hard work of the PDPs and the support of the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, NIH, the Wellcome Trust, the
pharmaceutical industry, and others, dozens of new candidate technologies for neglected diseases are now in the pipeline.31
This array of new candidate products offers many potential benefits for health. There is, for example, a malaria vaccine candidate
in late-stage clinical testing, which, if approved, will be the first
vaccine against malaria (a disease that kills 900,000 annually) and
the first vaccine against a parasite approved for use in humans. There
are nine new TB vaccine candidates in clinical trials worldwide,
including the first late-stage infant study of a TB vaccine in more
than 80 years. These therapies could help reduce the 8 million new
TB infections and 1.7 million TB-related deaths each year.32 Several promising vaccine candidates are in late-stage clinical development for dengue fever, which results in substantial morbidity and
productivity losses in millions of people worldwide.33 These drug
and vaccine candidates could be, for many neglected diseases, the
first new therapies and prevention tools in a generation—and, for
others, simply the first.

Clinical development and the challenges
ahead
The emergence of so many promising neglected-disease drug and vaccine candidates is good news, but substantial bottlenecks threaten
our capacity to bring these products to those in need.
Drug and vaccine development is an inherently uncertain
endeavor generally, with few candidate therapies ever reaching
market.34 Innovative drug and vaccine development for many
neglected diseases and their affected populations is unprecedented.
The challenges are many. Our understanding of these diseases and
patients’ needs is limited. The systems to support drug and vaccine
registration, delivery, and post-market surveillance are absent or
rudimentary in many low-income countries. Government budgets for global health are tightening, and new donor funding for
product development and delivery is increasingly scarce. Clinical trials will play an important part in addressing each of these
bottlenecks as candidate drugs and vaccines advance from basic
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treatment, and particularly well suited to the needs of resource
and infrastructure-poor countries, requiring no costly screening,
diagnosis, or follow-up.17 Improved diagnostics would help ensure
that patients get the appropriate treatment, curbing overuse of inappropriate drugs and the rise of drug resistance.18 Drug resistance,
already a serious threat to the efficacy of treatments for malaria and
TB, will likely emerge as a problem for other neglected diseases as
well.19 New and better drugs are important, particularly in light of
increased drug resistance. Effective drugs, vaccines, and diagnostics suitable for the developing world would reduce the burden of
disease and have substantial positive impact on economic growth
and poverty reduction.20
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Figure 1.1

The role of clinical trials in the neglected disease product pipeline
Our understanding of
neglected diseases and the
populations they afflict is
improving but modest,
undermining efforts to
determine potential disease
targets and appropriate
product profiles.

Research
and discovery

Clinical trials are the basis on
which the safety and efficacy
of drugs and vaccines are
established and approved for
use. A neglected product
may have different risk-benefit
characteristics in the various
jurisdictions where that
product will be used and
require multiple clinical trials
to support licensure.

Clinical
development

Licensure

research to licensure, production, and supply (figure 1.1). The reasons are threefold.
First, clinical trials are foundational to public health and medical innovation. They provide the evidentiary basis for the diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of disease. This role is particularly
important for neglected diseases. Much remains unknown about
the biology of many of these diseases. The genetic characteristics
of the populations and socioeconomic settings in which these diseases are endemic can differ in substantial ways from those in the
developed world. Clinical trials will be the means by which these
innovative interventions are appropriately designed for their target
populations and the basis for the regulatory approval required before
these products can be licensed, manufactured, and distributed to

Clinical trials provide the
evidence that enables
developers to transform
discoveries into usable
products for the resourceand infrastructure-poor
settings where patients live.

Manufacturing

Clinical evidence is the basis
on which WHO recommends
the use of a drug and vaccine
and procurement agencies
make their purchases.
Post-market studies help
monitor side effects, drug
resistance, and product
safety in settings without
adequate surveillance.

Procurement

Distribution
and delivery

patients. After delivery, post-market drug and vaccine studies will
be important to monitor effectiveness, adverse events, emerging
drug resistance, and product safety in low-income countries with
limited public health surveillance.
Second, clinical testing represents the bulk of the time and cost
involved in vaccine and drug R&D. Drug and vaccine clinical trial
costs have become a subject of debate in recent years, but there is
no question that they are substantial and increasing. As much as
70 percent of drug and vaccine R&D costs are incurred in clinical
development.35 The process typically lasts 8–15 years. An often cited
(but controversial) study estimated that $400 million in clinical
trial costs is spent on average to develop a new chemical entity.36 A
2007 study reported actual clinical trial costs for neglected-disease
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drugs and vaccines, which ranged from a few million dollars for
early stage trials to $100 million or more for each late-stage clinical
trial.37 The Medicines for Malaria Venture estimates that its clinical development costs for a new malaria combination drug would
be $180–200 million.38 The later stage clinical development costs
for the most advanced and promising malaria vaccine candidate are
$300 million and potentially increasing.39 Given the expense and
time involved, even modest improvements in the efficiency of clinical
trials for neglected-disease products could free substantial resources
and improve the commercial viability of these drugs and vaccines.
Third, clinical development is the stage at which many of the
drugs and vaccines in the pipeline for neglected diseases are now
or will soon be (figure 1.2). According to a recent analysis by

Phase III

BioVentures for Global Health, there are currently 87 candidate
drugs and vaccines in the neglected-disease pipeline—70 of which
have yet to move to late-stage clinical development.40 These clinical trials will present challenges for product developers, donors,
and regulators alike. Definitive studies of the safety and efficacy
of these drug and vaccine candidates must be conducted in patient
populations and settings in which that product will ultimately be
used. For neglected diseases, these are countries in which few, if
any, clinical trials have been conducted, let alone an influx of large,
pivotal trials to support licensure of novel drugs or vaccines. The
lack of clinical research and regulatory capacity in many of these
countries threatens the safety of clinical trial subjects and the validity of clinical trial data, deterring investment in these technologies.
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Chapter 2

Gaps and obstacles in
clinical development

Many factors significantly increase the risk, delays, and cost of clinical trials for the candidate drugs and vaccines in the neglecteddisease pipeline. Some are problematic for clinical trials generally.
Others are particular to late-stage clinical trials for these candidate
drugs and vaccines.

contain detailed information concerning the animal pharmacological and toxicology studies, the manufacturing of the product, the
investigator, and the protocols for the proposed clinical trials. The
IND must also include commitments from the sponsor to obtain
informed consent from research subjects and a review of the study
by an institutional review board, and to adhere to other U.S. regulations. Once the IND is submitted, the sponsor must wait 30 days
before initiating any clinical trials. During this time, the FDA has
an opportunity to review and place a clinical hold on the IND. If
no hold is placed, clinical testing may begin.42
Clinical trials are broadly categorized into four phases.43
• Phase I trials determine a dose with an acceptable level of safety
and examine the biological and pharmacological effects of the
product. These trials can last up to a year and usually involve a
hundred or fewer subjects.
• Phase II trials generate a preliminary estimate of a drug or vaccine’s efficacy/immunogenicity, safety, dose tolerability, and

Challenges with clinical trials generally
Figure 2.1 represents a simplified version of the clinical trial process
for an innovative drug candidate in the United States.41
A prospective clinical trial sponsor must complete extensive
safety/toxicity studies in animal models to establish that the investigational new drug will not expose human subjects to unreasonable
risks when used in limited, early-stage clinical studies. These studies
can take one to five years. Once completed, a sponsor organization
may file an Investigational New Drug (IND) application with the
FDA. An IND may be filed for an unapproved product or for a new
indication or patient population for an approved product. It must

Figure 2.1
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potential adverse events. These trials typically involve several
hundred to a few thousand subjects and last six months to
two years. These trials are often run concurrently at multiple
clinical trial sites in one or more countries.
Phase III trials are large-scale trials intended to provide a more
definitive answer on the safety and efficacy of the intervention.
Subjects are usually randomly allocated (randomized) to intervention groups, and the study drug or vaccine is assessed in comparison with a control (a known comparator product, often a
placebo). These trials can involve hundreds or, more and more
frequently, thousands of subjects and require three to five years
to complete. It is often necessary to conduct more than one trial
to test the product under varied conditions and different disease
patterns, patient populations, or indications. If the phase III
results demonstrate safety and sufficient efficacy to outweigh the
risks of the product in the population and conditions in which it
will be used, the manufacturer of the drug or vaccine can submit
an application to the NRA to license and market that product.44
Phase IV trials are post-marketing surveillance studies. These
trials are used to monitor the safety and effectiveness of the

product and its duration of benefit, and to identify rare serious
adverse events that may not become evident until the drug or
vaccine is used by many patients. These trials involve thousands of subjects in the general target population, rather than a
selected group of subjects who agree to participate in the trial.
These trials can last four to six years.
Clinical trials, particularly for drugs and vaccines, have become
increasingly expensive. Per subject costs can be as high as $30,000.
Figure 2.2 illustrates an estimate of the growth in total investment
required to launch a successful drug over two time periods. Most of
the increased cost of the “critical path” period depicts results from
clinical development costs.
While costs have increased, the productivity of product development clinical trials has steadily eroded.45 Between 1991 and 2003,
the costs of clinical development increased 7 percent a year after
adjusting for inflation, while there was a 34-percent reduction in
the number of new drugs approved in same period.46 Most biopharmaceutical R&D projects fail, with the candidate medicine
never making it to market. For every 100 drugs for which an IND
application is submitted to the FDA, 70 will successfully complete

Figure 2.2
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meet in person and devote substantial time to their responsibilities.
Many of them lack accountability for the timeliness and quality of
their review.
While national and international laws do not generally require
each research institution involved in a multi-site study to conduct
its own ethical review, most do.55 Institutions use IRB/ECs for
their own institutional risk management beyond what is required
for human subject research.56 Inconsistencies in IRB/EC standards
and determinations delay the conduct of a clinical trial and inhibit
the ability of investigators to implement the same trial protocol
across all studies sites—critical for developing valid trial results.57
Regional and national review IRB/EC processes are typically additional, rather than substitutes for local institutional review.58 With
trials now often involving multiple, sometimes dozens and hundreds
of sites, the costs and time imposed by the IRB/EC system can be
substantial.
Third, clinical studies are increasingly conducted on a multicountry and multi-regional basis. This is done to support regulatory
approval decisions in target markets and to tap larger pools of treatment naïve potential subjects. Regulatory barriers make conducting
those global studies with a single clinical trial protocol difficult.59
The International Conference on Harmonization of Technical
Requirements for Registration of Pharmaceuticals for Human Use
(ICH) developed good clinical practice guidelines (ICH-GCP)
for the design, conduct, recording, and reporting of trials. These
guidelines are now the global standard of how trials are run and a
legal requirement in many countries.60 ICH-GCP, however, leaves
significant space for interpretation. Accordingly, many countries’
regulations are based on ICH-GCP but retain significant differences in their requirements.
Fourth, commercial practices, adopted to improve the speed
and regulatory compliance of new product development trials, have
transformed clinical trial practices generally, increasing their cost
and complexity. A successful trial completed rapidly for patients
with a common condition can lead to revenues of tens or hundreds
of millions of dollars a year for a pharmaceutical company. Shorter
clinical development preserves more of a marketed product’s patent life. There are significant competitive advantages to being the
earliest product entrant in a therapeutic class. Under this commercial model, speed and reductions in the risk of regulatory noncompliance are a greater priority than cost. Put another way, the
commercial aversion to the risks of avoidable clinical trial delays
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Phase I clinical testing, 33 will successfully complete phase II clinical testing and proceed to phase III, and, of those, only 20 will be
approved for marketing.47
The reasons for the increased cost and decreased productivity
of clinical development are at least fourfold.
First, clinical trials have become more complicated and costly, in
part because the products and outcomes they are designed to evaluate are more complex. Many investigational treatments now target
biologically complex chronic illnesses that require longer periods
to effectively measure end points.48 Further, protocols for new biologics have more stringent eligibility requirements and necessitate
more elaborate monitoring methods, such as diagnostic assessment
of biomarkers, to evaluate safety and efficacy. It is often necessary
to conduct more than one phase III trial.
Second, changes in clinical trial regulation have contributed to
the growth of clinical trial durations and costs.49 Regulation of clinical trials is essential for ensuring the safety, well-being, and rights of
clinical trial subjects and the validity of clinical data. However, since
1962, when the FDA and other national regulators began regulating
the clinical development process, those regulations have tended to
accrue, with new regulations adopted in response to specific scandals.50 Over time, these regulations have accumulated, layering on
top of one another, with relatively little subsequent streamlining
to address scientific and methodological advances.51
An example of this dynamic is clinical trial monitoring and
record keeping. These tools are important for protecting the rights
and well-being of subjects and preventing clinical trial fraud. However, national and international requirements for clinical trial
monitoring and record keeping have increased in complexity in
response to episodes of clinical trial data fraud.52 These requirements now frequently comprise one-third to two-thirds of total
clinical trial cost.53
Another example is the institutional review board (IRB) system.
IRBs, which are usually referred to as ethics committees (ECs)
outside the United States, are an important safeguard that helps
protect subjects and ensure adherence with national and international standards for biomedical ethics.54 Over the years, however,
the role of IRB/ECs has substantially expanded. IRB/ECs once
simply reviewed whether clinical testing met ethical standards;
today, they examine trial protocols to ensure that written consent
forms are sufficiently simple and clear, monitor the progress of testing, and maintain substantial records of activities. IRB/ECs must
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and regulatory non-compliance is significant given the potential
financial rewards that may be lost.
To ensure regulatory compliance, clinical trial protocol designs
have become more ambitious and demanding. Consequently, clinical trials have more subjects and more sites per trial than previously.
Between 1999 and 2005 the mean number of procedures performed
on each study volunteer has increased almost 9 percent annually
across all phases and therapeutic areas.61 The standard operating
procedure for many commercial trials involves detailed data collection, extensive auditing of all data points (key or otherwise), and
close scrutiny to ensure that the proffered evidence is confirmed,
without necessarily achieving a corresponding improvement in
patient safety or results.62 Many argue that commercial trials often
“over-interpret” regulatory guidance and requirements, doing more
than required and focusing on regulatory compliance instead of
the scientific demands of the trial.63 The cost implications of such
practices are significant.
Over the last 20 years these commercial and regulatory pressures
have led to a clinical trial support industry and a proliferation of
new business models. Clinical trials are often intermediated by
commercial contract research organizations (CROs) that recruit
clinicians and patients and manage the day-to-day operations of
clinical trials.64 CROs specialize in navigating the maze of clinical
trial regulatory requirements and structures and producing trials
that meet the needs of NRAs. Site management organizations coordinate with CROs to ensure rapid IRB/EC approval and faster site
initiation and patient recruitment. Data management organizations
collect, monitor, and maintain clinical trial data and study records.
These companies are increasingly part of the standard overhead for
conducting clinical trials; it has become difficult to run global trials
without their assistance.
These developments affect developed and developing countries
alike. Developed country regulatory models and commercial clinical
practices are often imported into developing countries and adopted
for clinical trials for drugs and vaccines for neglected diseases.65
Developing country governments adopt the regulations and guidance of the FDA and EMA because they are publicly available and
familiar to the commercial clinical trial sponsors that developing
country governments hope to attract. Likewise, the same commercial clinical trial practices are employed broadly, including highly
cost-sensitive clinical trials in neglected disease–endemic countries,
because they are familiar and accepted.66

Challenges with clinical trials for
neglected diseases specifically
There are many advantages to clinical research in global health
technologies and neglected disease–endemic settings—committed
trial sponsors and investigators, low labor costs, significant numbers
of willing and treatment-naïve participants, and countries anxious
to host innovative medical research to address local health needs.
There are also four challenges that compound the difficulties of
clinical development generally.
• Complex development pathways and limited clinical trial sites.
• The limited regulatory and ethical review capacity in many
neglected disease–endemic settings.
• The particularly difficult regulatory and ethical challenges
posed by neglected-disease product development trials.
• The frequent need to conduct these trials in multiple countries.

Complex development pathways and limited
clinical trial sites
Several factors increase the complexity and cost of clinical development of neglected-disease products.
First, the majority of the candidate technologies for neglected
diseases are vaccines.67 The clinical development process for these
candidate vaccines is expensive and time-consuming. It is difficult
to determine the likely efficacy and immune response of vaccines
for many neglected diseases in animal and in vitro models. Accordingly, vaccine developers must test their candidates multiple times in
expensive human subject trials to identify the desired formulation
before advancing to later stage development. Developers often need
to test their candidate vaccine in a series of trials for adult populations in high-income settings, adults in low-income settings, and
children in low-income settings before testing the product in their
target population—infants in resource-poor settings. Vaccines often
require infrastructure such as refrigeration and logistical support
for their storage and administration. Finally, longer and larger trials (15,000–70,000 subjects) may be needed before sponsors and
regulators can observe the desired immune response and determine
the safety of the candidate vaccine.68
Second, many neglected diseases must be treated with fixed dose
combinations of drugs to avoid the development of drug resistance.
Historically, the safety and efficacy of each of the drugs in the combination have needed to be determined independently before clinical trials of the combination drug may occur.69 This requirement
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GCP and good laboratory practice (GLP) standards to satisfy the
requirements for product registration in most jurisdictions. Meeting
this standard requires adequately trained personnel and sufficient
laboratory and IT infrastructure. Capable sites must exist in areas
reflecting the target socioeconomic and epidemiological conditions
and be able to efficiently enroll sufficient patients.
Through donor support and the tremendous efforts of the
WHO and other international organizations, clinical research
capacity is improving for some neglected diseases like malaria and
in some neglected disease–endemic settings.75 More remains to be
done. Capable clinical trial sites are lacking in rural settings and
in regions such as West and Central Africa.76 Not surprisingly,
given the strong correlation between neglected diseases and poverty, these are the same settings where the most neglected diseases
are endemic (figure 2.3).
Competition for capable sites and investigators increases costs
and adds delays. Where adequate sites do not exist, product sponsors must build them or improve the infrastructure and quality
assurance systems of existing ones.77 Maintaining capable clinical
trial sites requires sustained donor support and an adequate and
diversified flow of research projects.

Lack of regulatory capacity hinders trials
and could place subjects at risk
Clinical trials must be conducted where the burden of the relevant
disease exists. Neglected diseases are endemic primarily in Africa,
Asia, and tropical regions of the Americas, with a lower prevalence
in the Middle East.78 Accordingly, approximately two-thirds of the
clinical trials for neglected diseases that initiated subject recruitment between 2003 and 2009 were in disease-endemic regions,
with nearly a third in Africa (figure 2.4).79
The regions with the highest neglected-disease burden are also
those with the most poorly resourced and inexperienced regulators
and ethics committees. Many neglected disease–endemic countries,
particularly in Africa, have weak or no NRAs and little ethical
review capacity. 80 Where NRAs do exist, they often lack sufficient legal authority to approve clinical trial protocols, authorize
importation of study products, inspect sites, or terminate trials.
A 2009 WHO report assessing 22 developing country NRAs in
Africa, Asia, and Latin America concluded that two-thirds of these
countries had weak or no mechanisms for regulating clinical trials or exerting proper oversight on clinical investigation.81 Even
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increases the numbers of clinical trials that sponsors must conduct
and lengthens the time required for clinical development of these
products.
Third, clinical trials for neglected-disease products must often
include research objectives beyond that required to support regulatory approval in order to generate evidence to support a positive
recommendation from the WHO on the use of that drug or vaccine. The WHO has strategic advisory committees that provide
periodic review of new drugs and vaccines and issue recommendations on their use. The WHO Strategic Advisory Group of Experts
(SAGE), for example, issues policy recommendations on strategic
and scientific matters related to vaccine use to member state government agencies responsible for the implementation of immunization
programs, surveillance of vaccine-preventable diseases, and vaccine
safety licensing.70 These recommendations are enormously influential. Many NRAs will not license a product before the WHO
issues a positive recommendation on its use.71 Bilateral and multilateral donor agencies and international organizations such as UNICEF and the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (the
GAVI Alliance) rely on SAGE recommendations to guide vaccine
procurement.72
While WHO policy recommendations are an important step
in the regulatory and decision-making pathway for global health
technologies, the process for generating those recommendations
is complex and can be time-consuming. The WHO did not issue
positive recommendations on the use of the PCV and Hib vaccines until 7 and 15 years, respectively, after their first licensure.73
Neglected-disease product sponsors increasingly attempt to expedite the WHO policy process by adding secondary objectives to
their phase III interventional trials to generate the evidence that
WHO may require on the impact of the candidate product on the
disease burden, existing interventions, and in all target populations
and settings. Such secondary trial objectives lengthen case report
forms, slow trials, raise costs, and increase the likelihood of protocol amendments. Substantial protocol amendments can, in turn,
require revising site contracts and budgets, additional investigator
training and monitoring, and repeating regulatory approval, ethical
review, and the informed consent processes.
Fourth, too few research sites in neglected disease–endemic settings can conduct the trials that must occur to complete clinical
development of the candidate products in the neglected-disease pipeline.74 Clinical trials must be conducted according to international
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Figure 2.3

Geographic distribution of neglected diseases
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where the legal framework for clinical trial regulation exists, limited
resources and training undermines the effectiveness of NRAs and
ethics committees.82 Regulators and ethics committees often lack
sufficient personnel to review clinical trial protocols and inspect
sites according to accepted international standards and in a timely
fashion. A 2010 WHO study of regulatory systems in Sub-Saharan
Africa concluded that GLP and GCP were not a requirement in 22
of the 26 countries surveyed and only 4 of those countries reported
conducting inspections of clinical trials.83
Regulatory pathways and procedures in disease-endemic countries are frequently unclear and may change in unpredictable ways.
NRAs and ethics committees have little interaction and duplicate
each other’s efforts; it may be difficult to determine their respective roles and responsibilities.84 Regulatory and ethics committees
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have highly variable practices, particularly for trial monitoring.85
Ethics requirements are opaque and overlapping. Information on
clinical trial regulatory requirements is not easily accessible to the
public. Regulators’ guidance may be unavailable or, when given, a
moving target.
It can be difficult to conduct ethical, sufficiently regulated trials
in such environments. The lack of regulatory and ethics capacity
could undermine the safety of subjects and the validity and integrity
of clinical data.86 The inability to understand local laws hinders
trial planning, delays trial initiation and patient recruitment, and
may lead to regulatory non-compliance. This situation presents
challenges for sponsors committed to conducting ethical and sufficiently regulated clinical trials for neglected diseases. 87 The risk
of regulatory non-compliance and harm to subjects exposes trial
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Figure 2.5
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sponsors and investigators to legal liability and reputational risk,
deterring private investment.
The proportion of neglected-disease trials in disease-endemic
countries, nonetheless, increases for larger, late-stage clinical trials
(figure 2.5). This reflects the reality that the definitive studies of the
safety and efficacy of therapeutics must generally be conducted in the
populations and environments for which they are intended. Latestage trials tend to involve a greater number of subjects and, often,
more complex trial design and procedures. Accordingly, these trials
place greater demands on local research and regulatory capacity.
To minimize regulatory risk and uncertainty, many trial sponsors report seeking parallel trial registration with either the EMA
or FDA, and conducting the trial in a more developed neglected
disease–endemic country such as India or South Africa. These high
disease-burden countries have the expertise and legal frameworks to
conduct a more competent regulatory and ethics review, but because
of resource constraints, that review can take a disproportionately
long time. Regulatory approval for trials in the United States and
European Union can generally be obtained within 30–60 days. In
many neglected disease–endemic countries, approval can take as
long as 6–24 months.88 For products that require multiple trials to

establish the safety and efficacy of the product in different subject
populations, subsequent clinical trial application approvals may
take as long as or longer than the original review. 89 Trial protocol
amendment approvals that require a few weeks in developed countries can require as long as four months in these settings.90 In many
cases, steps in the regulatory and ethical approval process need to
be done in sequence, rather than simultaneously and in parallel, so
that more than a year can pass between finalizing a trial protocol
and completing all governmental and institutional regulatory and
ethics processes.91 Those delays not only prolong clinical trial initiation and patient recruitment, but also extend the time before new
effective products may be registered.

Neglected-disease trials pose particularly
difficult regulatory and ethical challenges
Clinical trials for health products for neglected diseases impose
particularly difficult regulatory and ethical challenges that compound the problem of inexperienced and under-resourced NRAs
and IRB/ECs. Those challenges are at least threefold.
First, the science is often difficult, imposing additional challenges
for the inexperienced regulators and IRB/ECs that must assess the
scientific validity and the risk-benefit ratio of the proposed trials.92
Much remains unknown about many neglected diseases. For many
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of these diseases, there may be no validated surrogate marker or
immunological correlate of protection.93 Trials may require clinical
endpoints that require significant time to develop or severe disease
outcomes or mortality. The most likely scenario for many neglecteddisease trials is a partial success at best.
Some neglected diseases require multidrug regimens to address
bacterial subpopulations and prevent the development of resistance.94 Testing drug candidates individually can add years to the
development of effective combinations,95 while testing novel drugs
together can make it difficult to assign side effects to a particular
candidate drug or interaction between drugs. The U.S. FDA only
recently proposed draft regulatory guidelines for clinical trials of
novel combination drug regimens, which are limited to treatments
for serious and life-threatening diseases for which there are no
satisfactory alternatives.96 The conduct and regulation of novelcombination product trials in the neglected disease–endemic environments will be a significant challenge.
Second, neglected-disease trials present extreme versions of the
already difficult ethical challenges of conducting clinical research
in developing countries.97 Clinical trials often must be conducted
with highly vulnerable clinical trial subjects in devastatingly poor
settings in disease-endemic countries with little healthcare infrastructure. Wide disparities in the education, language, economic,
and social standing of investigators and subjects and the poor quality of local healthcare systems may jeopardize the rights of research
participants. Subjects may not always understand the investigational
nature of therapeutic products and the use of a placebo.98 Determining the appropriate standard of care to be provided to subjects
can be controversial.99 If an existing drug or vaccine for the disease
is available, as is the case with tuberculosis, the ethics and science
of the trial design are greatly complicated.100 The question of what
qualifies as fully informed consent is not always simple.101
The burden of neglected diseases falls disproportionately on
infants and children; the subjects for clinical trials for neglected
diseases are frequently pediatric (figure 2.6).
Pediatric trial subjects are particularly vulnerable and, thus, pose
difficult ethical and operational challenges. Again, most of these
difficult pediatric neglected-disease clinical trials are in Africa—the
region with the least regulatory capacity and expertise to oversee
them (figure 2.7).102
Third, as was indicated previously, most of the candidate products in clinical development to treat neglected diseases are vaccines.

Africa
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Non-disease-endemic regions

PDPs report much longer delays in regulatory and ethics approvals of
trials for vaccines than drug products in disease-endemic countries.
These trials must usually be conducted with healthy people, often
children. To demonstrate safety and a sufficient immune response,
the trials must frequently be large—involving tens of thousands of
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Multi-center and often multi-country trials
The challenges of clinical development of neglected-disease products
in disease-endemic countries are compounded by the frequent need
to conduct these trials at multiple sites in multiple countries. Close to
half of the biopharmaceutical and vaccine trials for neglected diseases
registered between 2003 and 2009 involved two or more trial sites
and nearly a third had sites in multiple countries.103 The majority
of multi-country product development trials for neglected diseases,
however, had all their sites within a single geographic region.104
These findings about clinical trials for neglected diseases differ
from the general trend in two respects. First, a much smaller proportion of clinical trials overall had sites in more than one country
(14 percent). This result suggests that clinical trial sponsors avoid
conducting clinical trials in multiple countries, perhaps due to the
need to navigate multiple oversight processes and NRAs. By contrast, the greater use of sites in more than one country in neglecteddisease trials most likely reflects either the limited site capacity in
disease-endemic countries (requiring sites in other countries) or
the need to test the candidate product in settings with different
epidemiological, service delivery, and socioeconomic conditions
or with different strains of the disease.

Second, the overwhelming majority (73 percent) of multi-country clinical trials involved sites in multiple geographic regions.105
This suggests that, as a general matter, once a sponsor decides to run
a trial with sites in more than one country, that sponsor chooses sites
in countries with the most research capacity, favorable regulatory
system, and patient recruitment potential. By contrast, the regional
concentration of the sites in multi-country product development
neglected-disease clinical trials suggests that the choice of those
sites is driven by the presence of the disease burden rather than the
regulatory or research qualities of the host country.
Whatever the motivation, the need to navigate regulatory and
ethics requirements in multiple jurisdictions adds delays, costs,
and uncertainties to the already time-consuming, costly, and risky
clinical development process.106 Multiple regulators and IRB/ECs
reviewing the same protocols and consent forms waste scarce incountry regulatory capacity and resources.107 Regulatory authorities
and IRB/ECs in different disease-endemic countries often impose
different or inconsistent requirements or review timelines.108 Those
inconsistent requirements necessitate multiple trial protocol submissions, resulting in divergent regulatory decisions and requests, which
delay trial initiation.109 These regulatory differences frequently
extend to adverse event reporting and other compliance requirements, increasing trial costs. The resulting regulatory cacophony
in most cases affords no obvious benefit to scientific rigor, quality,
or protection of trial subjects.
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clinical trial subjects. The personal benefit to the clinical trial subjects may be limited and provisional, with the greater benefit of the
product accruing to the community than to the individual patient.
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Chapter 3

The need for a more
sustainable strategy

As a result of the foregoing challenges, two substantial bottlenecks
loom as more of the candidate drugs and vaccines in the neglecteddisease product pipeline move to late-stage clinical development.
First, the clinical research and regulatory capacity in many
neglected disease–endemic settings is not adequate to support the
clinical trials that need to occur there in order to complete the
development of these products. The scarcity of GCP/GLP-capable
clinical research sites in neglected disease–endemic settings delays
patients’ access to potential lifesaving interventions, increases costs
of existing sites, and compels sponsors to invest in and maintain new
sites. The lack of regulatory and ethics capacity could undermine the
safety of subjects, the foremost goal of all clinical research, and the
validity of clinical data.110 The risk of regulatory non-compliance
and harm to subjects exposes trial sponsors and investigators to legal
liability and reputational risk, deterring private investment. Finally,
regulatory bottlenecks extend the duration of clinical development,
estimated to represent as much as half the cost of conducting clinical research.111
Second, even with expected rates of attrition, there is insufficient
financing available to support the clinical development of the candidate products in the neglected-disease pipeline as it stands now
under current cost assumptions.112 Clinical development costs for
neglected-disease therapies remain high, even with the commitment,
expertise, and efficiencies that PDPs have brought to the process.113
A 2008 report by the Dalberg Advisors, for example, estimates that
while $500 million had been spent building the current pipeline of
candidate drugs for neglected diseases, an estimated $6–10 billion
would be needed to complete their clinical development.114 The
Dalberg estimate did not include vaccines, which tend to be more
expensive and represent most of the products in the pipeline for
neglected diseases.115 Other projections of clinical development costs
for the neglected-disease product pipeline are similarly daunting.116
Part of the answer to these twin challenges must include more
funding for late-stage clinical trials and the training programs, infrastructure, and sites in neglected disease–endemic settings needed

to run them pursuant to good clinical and laboratory practice standards. Global health donors and product developers are making
progress on building clinical research capacity in many low- and
middle-income countries.117 Investment in regulatory and ethical
review capacity, however, is still lacking.118 Regulatory and ethical
review capacity is seen as the obligation of government and public
health institutions, not trial sponsors and philanthropic donors.
Poor-country governments with competing demands on their scarce
resources have been slow to invest in regulatory and ethics review
capacity. WHO technical assistance programs—such as the Special
Program on Tropical Disease Research, European and Developing
Countries Clinical Trials Partnership, the Malaria Clinical Trials
Alliance, the Strategic Initiative for Developing Country Capacity
in Ethical Review, and other donor initiatives—have made commendable efforts on clinical research and regulatory capacity building and deserve further support.
It must be acknowledged, however, that substantial increases
in the funding for global health technology development may well
not be forthcoming in the current economic environment. While
neglected-disease R&D costs are rising, government budgets for
global health are tightening, and new donor funding for product
development is increasingly scarce. The 2010 G-Finder report indicated that funding for PDPs and product development has begun
to decline in the last two years, with a shift in funding toward
basic research and self-funded government initiatives.119 Donor
and sponsor insistence on approximating rich-country clinical
development models under difficult poor-country conditions will
only lead to a further escalation of delays, complications, and costs.
A country-by-country approach to research and regulatory capacity building is not feasible. Greater attention to cost-containment
is needed.
Developing more efficient clinical trial practices and a rigorous
regulatory environment more friendly to the conduct of clinical
trials in neglected disease–endemic settings would result in multiple winners: trial subjects and patients, global health interests, the
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multinational pharmaceutical industry, developing country governments, and developed country regulators. More efficient clinical
trial practices and better defined and streamlined regulatory pathways would improve the commercial viability of neglected-disease
product development and encourage private investment in clinical
research capacity in disease-endemic countries. Improvements in the
certainty, sufficiency, and efficiency of regulatory oversight would
benefit clinical trial subjects, sponsors, and foreign and host governments alike. And, attracting more clinical trial activity to neglected

disease–endemic settings would increase the sustainability of their
clinical trial sites.
The following chapters describe two complementary approaches
—regional pathways for clinical trial regulation and ethical review
and simpler, more efficient clinical trials—put forward by this
Working Group to help achieve these objectives. Together, these
approaches form a single strategy to help bring the costs, risks, and
financing for neglected-disease clinical trials into a more sustainable balance.
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Annex A 4
Chapter

Regulatory pathways

While donors have increasingly seen the value in devising products
for neglected diseases, a coherent plan for building the requisite
regulatory infrastructure to develop and deliver these therapies to
patients is lacking. New strategies are needed to leverage existing
resources and opportunities for networking in order to establish
clear and accelerated regulatory pathways for this neglected-disease
clinical research and to improve the quality of its regulatory review
and ethical oversight.120

A regional pathway for clinical trial
regulatory and ethical review
This Working Group recommends building a regional pathway for
the regulation and ethical review of clinical trials for neglecteddisease technologies. This would entail a centralized procedure/
joint review model in which both NRAs and ethics committees
participate. Such an approach would promote cooperation between
ethics committees and NRAs, avoid unnecessary duplication and
multiplication of efforts, and provide a platform for external assistance and donor support.
A single regional pathway with integrated regulatory and ethics
reviews for clinical trials would have four advantages.
First, it would improve the quality of clinical trial regulation and
the protection of the clinical trial subjects in participating diseaseendemic countries by pooling scarce regulatory resources. A regional
platform would also magnify the impact of dollars spent to support
clinical trial regulatory capacity building in disease-endemic regions
and developing countries.
Second, a regional integrated pathway for regulation of clinical
trials would help reduce regional inconsistencies in regulatory and
ethics requirements and their interpretation. It would also limit
the number of regulatory and ethics reviews and compliance obligations required for multi-country clinical trials. In doing so, such
a pathway would expedite trial initiation and reduce the cost and
uncertainty of conducting clinical trials in participating neglected
disease–endemic countries.

Third, it would reduce the unnecessary costs, delays, and uncertainties of conducting clinical trials in disease-endemic countries,
reducing barriers to new private sector investment and expediting patients’ access to potential treatments.121 Given the scale of
funding required for clinical development, modest improvements
in efficiency would yield substantial savings that could be used to
develop other products for neglected diseases.
Fourth, a more cost- and time-efficient regional regulatory
approach with more certain review timelines and procedures
would help attract private clinical trial activity to neglected disease–endemic regions and investment in local and regional research
capacity.122
Regional regulatory cooperation, however, is not without its
challenges. Governments value their sovereignty in regulatory affairs
and are understandably protective of the independence and local
accountability of their regulatory authorities and ethics committees. Plurilateral cooperation requires a supporting infrastructure
and administration. Regional regulatory cooperation will require
sustained investments of political will and staff-level commitment.
There are good reasons to believe that regional regulatory
cooperation can succeed in this context. The relevant regulatory
authorities, ethics committees, and legal frameworks for neglected
diseases are still evolving and have not yet become entrenched in
individual or idiosyncratic approaches to clinical trial oversight.
This is particularly true in Africa. Cooperation is far easier in
sectors not yet regulated or where the regulation is developing or
rapidly changing.123 Further, the governments in these countries
have economic incentives to build clinical trial capacity, including
income from the trials, benefits to public health, and economic
development. More so than most international harmonization
initiatives, cooperation on the regulatory and ethical review of
clinical trials would appeal to the range of policymakers, regulators, and health officials necessary to bring such initiatives forward.
Finally, the importance of this initiative for global health and the
neglected-disease product pipeline will inspire outside technical
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assistance and resources in the manner that other regulatory cooperation efforts may not.

Precedents
The Working Group reviewed a variety of precedents and potential
models for regional regulatory pathways involving both developed
and developing countries. The following potential precedents are
listed in order of increasing formality.

AVAREF
The African Vaccine Regulatory Forum (AVAREF) is a network
of 19 African countries that the WHO identified as likely settings
for clinical trials of priority vaccines. The purposes of the AVAREF initiative are to address the lack of technical expertise and
capacity in its participating countries and to improve interaction
among participating NRAs and IRB/ECs. AVAREF conducts an
ad hoc joint regulatory and ethics review process for vaccine clinical trials in Africa.124 It also works with the WHO Pan-African
Clinical Trial Alliance project, which is intended to establish a
standing, functional collaborative network of NRAs and IRB/
ECs for approval, oversight, and registration of medicines/vaccines
interventional clinical trials. The WHO coordinates, organizes, and
funds AVAREF activities.
Working with trial sponsors, the WHO facilitated joint reviews by
African NRAs and ethics committees of trial protocols in conjugate
meningitis A and malaria vaccine clinical trials and joint inspections
of the sites involved. These reviews were predicated on common dossiers and criteria for approval, developed by the WHO. Use of common documentation and criteria did not require changes in national
laws because both were designed to encompass the participating countries’ clinical trial requirements. Participating regulatory authorities
entered into confidentiality agreements with sponsors to facilitate the
sharing of information. Product sponsors provided their applications
and supporting documentation in both English and French. The
AVAREF joint review processes permitted the involvement of outside
experts from developed country regulatory authorities.
The joint review process in AVAREF did not culminate in a joint
opinion or approval recommendation. Its results are not binding
and do not replace national reviews. Ethics committees participated
only after making independent determinations to approve the trial.
The process did not include a provision for joint review of study
protocol amendments after initial approval of the trials. Even so,

the process has been widely viewed as successful, improving the
capacity and coordination of participating NRAs and ethics committees and encouraging the use of defined review timelines and
common documentation.125

HMA Voluntary Harmonization Procedure
In 2009 the Heads of Medicines Agencies (HMA), a network of the
Heads of the NRAs in the European Economic Area, introduced
a voluntary harmonization procedure (VHP) for interventional
clinical trials with sites in multiple EU member states. Currently,
it is necessary to submit an application to each EU member state in
which a clinical trial will be conducted. To constrain the duplication of ethics review efforts for international multisite studies, the
European Union restricted each participating country to a “single
opinion” representing the ethics review for that country, “notwithstanding the number of Ethics Committees” involved.126 Despite
that requirement and the common documentation, standards, and
procedures that the EU Clinical Trials Directive mandates, significant differences have persisted in member states’ interpretation of
these requirements and regulatory and ethical review times.127 The
HMA VHP is meant to reduce these differences by providing a
common application, a single application point, and a coordinated
initial assessment of applications.
EU NRAs decide to participate in the VHP on a case-by-case
basis upon filing a clinical trial application with the VHP but are
required to make that decision within five days of its submission.
Participating regulatory authorities jointly review the clinical trial
application and issue an opinion of its acceptability within 60 days.
A VHP coordinator administers the procedure and communication
with the applicant and participating NRAs. For each review, one
of the participating NRA is charged with developing consensus
on the list of questions for applicants and the joint opinion. If the
application is acceptable, the VHP coordinator notifies the applicant and formally submits the application with each participating
NRA pursuant to the EU Clinical Trials Directive.
If the decision is not unanimous, the opinion identifies the dissenting NRA(s) and their questions about the application. Applicants
may resolve those questions with the dissenting NRA(s) or decide to
skip filing their clinical trial application with that country. Participating NRAs are not legally bound by their decisions in the VHP
but are expected to comply and agree, by virtue of their participation
in the process, to decide upon the clinical trial applications from the
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VHP within 10 days. Substantial amendments for VHP-approved
clinical trial applications may also be submitted to the VHP. The
VHP amendment assessment and approval procedures are essentially
the same as for the initial application, but the review timelines are
shorter. It should be noted, however, that although the VHP procedure is voluntary, it operates within the framework of the EC.
The VHP is relatively new, but the early results have been favorable.128 Participation is high. The VHP process received more than
100 applications since 2009, with many more expected in 2011.
Seven NRAs participate in VHP reviews on average, but one review
involved 18 NRAs. Review and decision timelines are, on average,
shorter than the ones prescribed under VHP procedures and are
getting even shorter. VHP meetings have been used as platforms
for clinical trial assessor training. Participating in joint reviews
improves the clinical trial oversight capacity of smaller EU member
countries that do not otherwise receive a high volume of clinical
trial applications. The HMA plans to extend the VHP process to
IRB/ECs in the coming years.

The EMA centralized procedure
The EMA centralized procedure provides a single application, single
evaluation, and a single review process allowing direct access to
all national markets of the European Union.129 It is an intriguing
model for several reasons.
First, the principle motivation for establishing the centralized
procedure was not regulatory harmonization, but rather the pooling
of regional regulatory expertise on a difficult regulatory problem.
European Community NRAs lacked expertise in the novel techniques needed to assess biotechnology products.130 The centralized
procedure enabled regulators to work together on biotechnology
product registration applications with the intention of achieving
a common decision.131 These circumstances are similar to the situation in many neglected disease–endemic countries for difficult
neglected-disease product development trials.
Second, the centralized procedure did not require the harmonization or dissolution of participating NRAs, often a sensitive issue
of national sovereignty and employment.132 Member states agreed,
however, to use common product information documents, which
later became obligatory.
Third, the centralized procedure evolved fairly quickly. International and regional regulatory harmonization efforts are notoriously
complex, expensive, and arduous.133 The European Commission had

been working on pharmaceutical registration harmonization since
1975, but its efforts were focused on its slow developing mutual recognition process.134 The European Commission created the forerunner
to the centralized procedure to address the biotechnology problem in
1987 and formalized it six years later. It was the first EU-wide drug
regulatory procedure in which at least one member state had not
issued a prior approval of a product before the procedure started.135
Fourth, the centralized procedure has been scalable. It was initially mandatory for a small, defined list of biotechnology and hightechnology products and optional for all non-biotechnological drugs
considered potentially innovative. Over the years this mandatory list
has expanded to include medicines for HIV/AIDS, cancer, diabetes,
neurodegenerative diseases, all designated orphan medicines, and
all veterinary medicines intended for use as performance enhancers.
Fifth, the centralized procedure has been enormously successful.
Within its first year of formal operation, two-thirds of the centralized applications that industry filed were done so voluntarily.136 The
procedure effectively integrated the drug approval process for newer
therapies that might have otherwise proved controversial across EU
markets.137 The U.S. Government Accountability Office estimates
that the centralized procedure saved an estimated 40 percent of
the cost and, more important, greatly reduced approval times over
obtaining separate marketing authorizations in, at that time, 15
EU member states.138

The Integrated Research Application
System in the United Kingdom
The Integrated Research Application System (IRAS), launched
in 2008 in the United Kingdom, is another promising model of a
centralized, integrated clinical trial regulatory and ethics review
pathway. IRAS provides a single integrated application point for
regulatory and ethics review of multi-site and single-site clinical trials in the United Kingdom; only issues of local ethical concern are
assessed by local IRB/ECs. The system reduces bureaucratic burden,
particularly for multi-site studies. It helps eliminate duplication;
studywide checks are performed only once. IRAS also improves
national ethics review consistency and creates a single secure online
database and document repository.
*    *    *
Drawing from these precedents, the Working Group recommends
adopting a centralized procedure/joint review model in which
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participating NRAs and IRB/ECs jointly review clinical trial applications for candidate neglected-disease technologies and perform
inspections of trial sites. Such an approach would promote cooperation between ethics committees and regulatory authorities, avoid
unnecessary duplication and multiplication of efforts, and provide
a platform for potential external assistance and support.

diseases are now in the pipeline and potentially moving to late-stage
clinical development in the next 5–10 years. A regional pathway for
these multinational trials could do much to help address looming
challenges around funding and clinical research and regulatory
capacity, but the time to pursue such an effort is now, before the
influx of these trials.
Under these circumstances, the standard approach to internaGoals of major constituents
tional regulatory cooperation and harmonization may not suffice.
A regional approach to clinical trial and ethical review will succeed Participating governments do not have the time or resources to
only if it satisfies the interests of its major constituents: participat- develop their own regulatory capacity, review each other’s laws and
ing governments, trial sponsors, and the donors that must provide make amendments to ensure their consistency, engage in inforseed funding and technical assistance to launch and sustain the mation sharing and joint inspections to build trust and identify
regional pathway.
future needs, and eventually move to regulatory cooperation and
Country
interests.
The
Working
Group
identified
the
followharmonization.
•
ing potential interests for NRAs, ethics committees, and their
The alternative is that relevant regulators and ethics committees
governments to participate in regional cooperation on clinical agree to cooperate on addressing a small set of priority products or
trial regulation: pooling NRA and ethics committee capacity challenges. The cooperation is substantive, though not necessarily
and improving the quality of clinical trial reviews; attracting immediately binding, and initially narrow, restricted to a product class
outside technical assistance and clinical trial activity to par- or specific regulatory activity. As trust builds among the participants,
ticipating countries; and expediting the development of locally the cooperation deepens and may become binding and the scope of
relevant products.
cooperation can expand to include other products and regulators. The
Sponsor
interests.
The
Working
Group
identified
the
following
advantages of this second approach are that the capacity of regulators
•
potential interests of clinical trial sponsors in participating in a is built by working together on addressing a specific regulatory chalregional pathway for clinical trial regulation and ethical review: lenge, rather than in the abstract; regulatory cooperation harmonizes
adopting more cost- and time-efficient regulatory and ethical interpretation and application as well as the underlying regulation;
review processes; improving the quality of the regulatory and and the process can be fast—the EMA centralized procedure required
ethical review of trials conducted in support of product registra- just six years to move from concept to implementation. Since the
tion; gaining access to populations in countries that otherwise regulatory cooperation involved is substantive and begins from the
would not have adequate regulatory capacity to support those outset, however, the disadvantages of this approach are that it requires
trials; and the long-term development of clinical regulatory an administrative structure to coordinate that cooperation; some
and research capacity in countries that could host future trials. political commitment by the participants to engage in that coopera• Donor interests. Potential donors fall into two categories— tion; and the capacity to participate or at least a willingness to defer
those sponsoring neglected-disease product development, and to others until that capacity can be built.
those supporting global health and international economic
development generally. The interests of the first category are Principles for effective regional
effectively the same as trial sponsors. The second category of cooperation on clinical trial oversight
donors has interests in global health technology development, In pursuing potential regional approaches to clinical trial regulation
but also in supporting regulatory capacity as a means of attract- and ethical review, the Working Group recommends that governing clinical trial activity and foreign investment and improving ment and donors incorporate the following design objectives:
the research capabilities of these countries.
1. Respect sovereignty and local accountability. Regional approaches
Many of the goals of these potential constituents are immediate
to clinical trial regulation and ethical review should respect
in this context. Dozens of new candidate technologies for neglected
national sovereignty and the goals of local accountability, while
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2.

3.

4.

5.

striving to achieve the benefits of greater regional cooperation. They should seek to regionalize and streamline as many
aspects of clinical trial review as possible, but recognize that
certain aspects (such as ethical norms and specific elements of
informed consent) will remain inherently national and even
local. Regional approaches should avoid, to the extent possible,
the need to harmonize national laws or regulatory requirements. The legitimacy of the effort will depend on the ability
of national governments and ethics committees to exercise
their legal authorities to oversee clinical research as part of a
regional process.
Voluntary and, at least initially, non-binding. Governments
should have the opportunity to participate and gain confidence
in regional clinical trial regulation before being bound by its
results. Voluntary participation for regulatory authorities and
trial sponsors is sufficient provided there are incentives for that
participation. These incentives could include the improved
functioning of the regulatory pathway, fee sharing arrangements, donor support and technical expertise, and links to
other clinical research networks or initiatives.
Broad in function, limited in scope, and scalable. To facilitate
clinical research and the capacity of its participants, regional
cooperation must include ethical and regulatory reviews and
the full range of relevant regulatory functions—reviews of clinical trial applications, protocols, and amendments; inspections
and monitoring of clinical trial sites; and severe adverse event
reporting. The scope of that participation should be narrow,
however. Regional approaches to clinical trial oversight should
begin with regions and types of products for which coordination is most urgently required to promote public health. Like
the EMA centralized procedure, this regulatory pathway could
be expanded over time to include other products and additional
parties over time as confidence in the pathway is built.
Capacity through cooperation. Cooperation on clinical trial
regulation should promote capacity, a sense of ownership, and
increased integration among participating regulatory authorities and ethics committees. These goals are best accomplished
in the context of reviews of actual clinical trial applications
rather than in harmonization efforts done in the abstract.
Reduce duplication and promote coordination in regulatory and
ethical reviews. Participating regulatory authorities and ethics committees should work in close cooperation, with open

communication, and a clear division of labor. Ethics and regulatory reviews should be simultaneous rather than sequential.
6. Common documentation, standards, and timelines. Agreement
among participating regulatory authorities on common documentation for clinical trial applications and on international
standards for authorization is necessary for meaningful regulatory cooperation and to improve the predictability and efficiency for sponsors. The pooling of regional regulatory and ethical review resources should allow the setting of more ambitious
timeframes than would be possible on a national basis. Recent
experiences suggest regional regulatory cooperation functions
better in one language. The need to accommodate multiple
languages has added costs, delays, and operational challenges
to other regional regulatory initiatives, such as AVAREF.
7. Outside assistance. Regional cooperation on clinical trial
regulation of neglected-disease technologies should include
a formal process for outside assistance, when requested by its
constituents, from the FDA, EMA, or other qualified regulatory authorities.139 WHO’s technical support and convening
power will also be critical in launching regional approaches to
clinical trial regulation in low- and middle-income countries.
8. Self-supporting. A regional regulatory pathway will require seed
funding from donors, but should seek to be self-supporting over
the long term. Most neglected disease–endemic countries now
charge clinical trial application fees. A streamlined regional
regulatory pathway with more certain regulatory timelines
would hold material value for clinical trial sponsors and may
justify additional fees.140 Fees and increased commercial clinical trial activity could help induce countries to participate and
invest resources in the pathway. A long-term goal should be to
increase the resources at the disposal of participating national
authorities, rather than diverting them from other regulatory
priorities.
9. Link to existing structures and initiatives. The regional regulatory pathway should be designed to evolve from existing
regional regulatory networks or regional economic institutions
that offer an existing political or legal framework for cooperation.141 Creating a new freestanding institution to manage this
regional regulatory pathway should not be necessary.
10. Monitoring and evaluation. The design of the regional mechanism for clinical trial review should identify metrics for monitoring and evaluating its performance and the quality of its
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decision-making. Such monitoring and evaluation are needed
to improve the outcomes of the regional mechanism, to increase
the capabilities of its constituent regulatory authorities and ethics committees, and to sustain donor and sponsor participation.

Requirements and options for a regional
clinical trial review mechanism
The baseline requirements of any successful regulatory cooperation
are sufficient political will and bureaucratic buy-in on the legitimacy
of the exercise. Particularly given that participation in this particular review mechanism would likely be voluntary, there must also be
willingness of private actors—donors and potential applicants—to
participate and support the regional pathway.
Beyond these baseline requirements, the Working Group identified several other minimum requirements for a successful regional
review mechanism:
• A designated and responsible point of contact at each of the
participating NRAs.
• A secretariat, even if modest and rudimentary, to ensure predictable and consistent functioning of any cooperative regulatory effort.
• A framework agreement that outlines the basic procedures,
requirements, product eligibility, and scope of cooperation.
• Common requirements for dossiers and submissions.
• Agreed-upon standards for approving a clinical trial.
• Defined roles for participating ethics committees and regulatory authorities.
• A regional entity to host and help coordinate the initiative.
• Seed funding from donors.

Designated point of contact
The need for a designated and responsible point of contact at each
participating regulatory authority for successful functioning of a
regional mechanism is self-evident. The availability of such personnel is another matter. Many potentially participating national
regulatory authorities have limited personnel or expertise to devote
to a regional regulatory process. Clinical trial regulation is just one
of many responsibilities for staff. Some NRAs largely outsource this
process to outside committees of experts. Given these circumstances,
seed donor funding may be required to fund the personnel necessary to participate in the regional mechanism until it can generate
sufficient fees to become more self-supporting.

Secretariat
The secretariat, even if modest and rudimentary, is necessary to
ensure predictable and consistent functioning of any cooperative
regulatory effort. It could operate as part of a host organization
or under its own legal personality, allowing it to receive and hold
funds, hire staff and enter into contractual arrangements. The secretariat could include an oversight board, including representatives
from each participating country government, community representatives, and donors. It could also include regional committees
comprised of representatives of participating regulatory authorities and national ethics committees. Finally, the secretariat should
include a director and small handful of staff hired and overseen
by the oversight board.

Framework agreement
Bilateral and plurilateral regulatory cooperation agreements are
not a new idea or untested proposition.142 The approach of an
international agreement on deep substantive engagement on a
few matters, which can then be expanded and increasingly legalized over time, has precedents in regional economic cooperation,
regional trade agreements, and plurilateral approaches to agricultural and environmental standard setting.143 The basic framework
agreement should include the objectives, definitions, and scope
of cooperation; the identity, responsibilities, and rights of states
parties; product and applicant eligibility; a process for adopting
of common standards and documentation; protection of confidential data; the creation of any intermediary advisory or management structure; funding; and provisions for entry into force,
withdrawal, termination, amendment, and dispute resolution. The
agreement need not be a formal treaty; it can be a memorandum
of understanding between participating states, NRAs, and ethics committees with attachments describing the parameters and
details of its terms.144
The framework agreement should provide a mechanism for the
secretariat and committees to develop guidance, template laws,
and standards in other relevant areas (such as good manufacturing practices for investigation products, clinical trial registration,
and access to post-treatment benefits) as experience, capabilities,
and trust among participating countries increases. The procedure
could provide for board endorsement of these procedures before
forwarding to the participating countries and ethics committee
for a decision on their adoption.
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Basic procedures
There are many options here. A sponsor of a proposed multinational
trial of an eligible vaccine could, at its option, file a clinical trial
application with the secretariat (as in the EMA VHP) or directly
to participating agencies (as in AVAREF). The regional committees
of NRAs and ethics committee representatives would conduct the
review. The full committees could participate in their respective
reviews and joint inspections (as in AVAREF), or regulators with
weaker capacities could be paired with regulators with stronger
expertise and resources to act as rapporteurs for the committees
(as in the EMA centralized procedure). Given the capacity building objectives in this context, it may be advisable to begin with full
committee reviews. The framework agreement can provide for the
development of alternative review procedures in the future. The
secretariat, on its own or at the request of the committees, could
seek assistance from the list of external regulatory experts that the
WHO maintains for use by its developing country members.
The committees (or rapporteurs) can prepare an assessment
report and joint recommendation, upon which the participating
NRAs and ethics committees may act. In the case of a recommendation for regulatory approval, participating NRAs could be required
or asked to decide within a defined period whether to adopt that
recommendation (as in the EU VHP). NRAs that depart from the
recommendation could be required or asked to provide a written
opinion on the reasons for the departure, as in the EU VHP, to provide transparency and a basis on which to evaluate decision-making
in the pathway. For the ethics review, the regional committee of
national ethics committee representatives could review the master
protocol and forward the application to local ethics committees to
assess potential local concerns. Figure 4.1 depicts how a mechanism
for regional clinical trial review could operate.
Similar procedures could be adopted for the review of substantial protocol amendments. The framework agreement could create
a mechanism for compiling safety reports from sponsors on ongoing
trials so that safety information is available to the committees as they
monitor the progress of studies and evaluate protocol amendments.

Product eligibility
Our analysis of clinical trials registered on Clinicaltrials.gov suggests there is a strong regional orientation to those multi-country
trials for neglected-disease products. The majority of the products
in development for neglected diseases are vaccines. Vaccines for

neglected diseases present particularly difficult regulatory and ethics
challenges to national regulatory authorities and ethics committees, which would benefit from the pooled regulatory resources of
this regional pathway. The framework agreement should provide a
procedure for the parties to expand the scope of eligible products,
should they agree to do so.

Scope
The framework agreement could be designed in a number of ways
to achieve its aims. The agreement could, from the outset, provide that participants will cooperate on ethical review and clinical
research and the full range of relevant regulatory functions—joint
reviews of clinical trial applications, protocols, and amendments;
joint inspections and monitoring of clinical trial sites; and a joint
non-binding opinion on approval of multi-country trials. Alternatively, the framework agreement could begin with cooperation on a
subset of activities such as joint reviews of applications and amendments and include a provision for cooperation on the remaining
functions upon the achievement of defined milestones (duration
of cooperation or number of reviews).

Common dossiers
Dossiers for regulatory review could build on the application template that the WHO developed for AVAREF. Requirements for submissions for review by ethics committees could incorporate elements
from ICH-GCP guidance on informed consent and ethics review.

Common standards for regulatory and
ethical approvals
Standards for regulatory approval of clinical trials should ensure
that trials do not present an unreasonable risk to study subjects and
that the anticipated therapeutic or public health benefits of proposed
trials justify any risks, while standards for ethics review should
protect the rights of subjects and ensure that informed voluntary
consent is obtained. These standards must be compatible with the
applicable international standards.

Distinct roles for NRAs and ethics
committees
The roles for regulators and ethics committees in clinical trial authorization are distinct—the former focus on preclinical and clinical
safety, protocol design, investigator and site capabilities, and drug
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Figure 4.1

Potential pathway for regional, integrated regulatory and ethics oversight of
clinical trials
Clinical trial application
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approval for import
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Study start

quality; and the latter on informed consent, risk-benefit assessment, and protection of the rights of human subjects in accord with
local and international standards. Regional clinical trial oversight
may achieve those objectives by defining the roles of participating
regulatory authorities and ethics committees and promoting their
coordination by including members of the ethics committees in
joint site inspections and as observers in joint regulatory reviews.

Potential parties
There is a strong case that African regulators and ethics committees
would benefit the most from a regional mechanism for regulatory
and ethical review for neglected-disease interventional trials. Our

analysis of clinical trials registered on Clinicaltrials.gov reveals that
a disproportionate number of neglected-disease trials are in Africa.
Similarly, Africa is the region with most limited clinical research
and regulatory capacity.

Host
The creation of a new freestanding institution to host the regional
regulatory pathway should not be necessary. Factors in choosing
a host institution should include its credibility with participating
NRAs, IRB/ECs, and clinical trial sponsors; its accountability
to participating governments and clinical trial subjects; its ability
to attract financial support and technical assistance from donors,
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developed country NRAs, and intergovernmental institutions; its
administrative capacity and experience in coordinating regional
regulatory initiatives; and its independence from the clinical trial
sponsors and product developers.
The precedents that the Working Group reviewed on regional
regulatory cooperation suggest two conclusions. First, the WHO’s
convening power, technical support, and credibility with low- and
middle-income country NRAs and ethics committees have been
critical in launching the existing regional approaches to clinical trial
regulation. Second, regulatory cooperation is most likely to succeed
when it is operates within a political and legal framework, such as
a regional economic community.145 An approach that combines
these contributions would be the most promising.

Funding
Startup funding would be required to finalize the framework agreement, generate a common dossier and standards for approving a

clinical trial, establish a secretariat to coordinate the process, and
support participation by NRAs and national IRB/ECs that otherwise lack the resources to do so. The costs need not be extensive.146
This funding could come from philanthropic sources, development banks, and governments concerned with global health and
economic development.
The window of opportunity for donor support is narrow. The
attention span of donors is short, and the precedent for aid for
regulatory capacity building in developing countries is limited.
The prospects for obtaining the necessary support and technical assistance from global health donors will be much enhanced
if this funding needed is modest and short in duration and its
returns are relatively certain. Accordingly, the framework agreement should provide for a process for generating and sharing
clinical trial application fees. It should also provide for modest
contributions from the better resourced participating governments
to support its function.
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Chapter 5

Better, faster, cheaper
clinical trials

Neglected-disease product developers have conducted successful
late-stage clinical trials of candidate technologies in low-income settings at relatively modest cost.147 It can be done. Budgets for global
health are tightening, however. New donor funding for product
development is scarce. Streamlined and more efficient regulatory
pathways alone will not achieve the cost- and time-savings required
to sustain clinical development of the lifesaving neglected-disease
therapies. Better, faster, and cheaper clinical trials are needed.

The obstacles
Three obstacles must be overcome to improve the design and planning of clinical trials for neglected-disease interventions.
First, clinical trial design and practice are, as a general matter, precedent-driven. Sponsors and investigators design studies to
look like the studies that regulators and ethics committees have
approved before. Regulators and investigators approve studies that
resemble the studies that have succeeded in the past. This inflexible,
precedent-driven approach to clinical trial practice and regulation
contributes to the skyrocketing costs, increasing duration, and growing complexity of clinical trials generally, but presents a particular
problem in the neglected-disease context.
There is little useful, relevant precedent on clinical trial practice to draw from in many low-income countries. Few have conducted interventional clinical trials for regulatory approval in
these resource- and infrastructure-poor environments. Developed
country regulatory models and commercial clinical development
practices are often imported into developing countries. While
the high costs and inefficiencies of clinical trial data monitoring
and record keeping are lamentable in developed countries, there
is clinical research and regulatory infrastructure to support it,
and consumers have so far been willing and able to absorb the
cost. This is not the case in the neglected-disease context. Clinical
development of neglected-disease technologies is a highly costsensitive endeavor. The clinical research and regulatory capacity in many neglected disease–endemic countries is rudimentary.

Approximating rich-country clinical development models under
these conditions is not tenable.
Second, clinical trials of neglected-disease interventions often
include secondary outcomes beyond what is needed for product
approval. There may be no funding for conducting research on
neglected diseases and their patient populations other than interventional clinical trials. Pivotal phase III clinical trials are often used
to address the policy interests of donors and the WHO.
Secondary trial outcomes are justified in many cases, but increase
the complexity of study protocols and case report forms (CRFs).
More complex protocols are more difficult for investigators to understand, which in turn can lead to poor data collection and quality, a
particular problem for investigators with limited experience.148 Trial
monitoring costs rise with the length and complexity of the CRFs
used to collect patient data.149 Complex study protocols and CRFs
increase the likelihood of protocol amendments. When substantial,
protocol amendments require regulatory and ethics committee
approval, revised documentation, and investigator training and
monitoring. Particularly in settings where local regulatory authorities and ethics committees do not have the capacity to process such
amendments in a timely manner, substantial costs and months of
delay can be added to an ongoing trial.
Third, the limited expertise and experience of NRAs, ethics committees, and investigators in many neglected disease–
endemic countries hinders the adoption of the newest and emerging approaches to reducing clinical trial costs and delays. For
example, it will be difficult in these circumstances to implement
adaptive clinical trial designs, which can improve the flexibility
and efficiency of clinical trials by allowing the modification of their
design and statistical procedures while the trial is ongoing, based
on the data accrued.150 Pooling regional ethics and regulatory
capacity would help address this issue, but will be insufficient if
not paired with the support of more experienced external regulators and increased collaboration among trial sponsors, investigators, and regulators.

Better, faster, cheaper clinical trials
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Building quality into trial planning,
design, and initiation
Clinical trial design and procedures must reflect the scientific and
policy goals of the trial and be tailored to the setting, subjects, and
intervention. Quality and cost-efficiency must be built into pre-trial
planning and design. Doing so requires a focus on the key parameters and objectives of the trial, evidence-driven approaches, and
engagement by trial sponsors, investigators, and regulators.151 In
this manner, the Working Group’s first set of recommendations—
pairing pooled regional regulatory capacity with more easily accessible external experienced regulator input—establishes the necessary
foundation for its second set of recommendations—building quality
and cost-efficiency into pre-trial planning and design. In particular,
the Working Group recommends the following approaches.

Simpler trials for licensure, more support
for policy research in phase IV studies
Policy and epidemiological research is essential to advance our understanding of neglected diseases and the populations who suffer from
them. Such research is also necessary to support the WHO recommendations on a product’s use that the GAVI Alliance, UN agencies, and
developing countries require before licensing and procuring the product. However, embedding research on policy objectives and neglecteddisease epidemiology into pivotal phase III study of the safety and
efficacy of a product is an expensive way to obtain this information.
Phase III trials must be performed according to strict international
standards to support licensure. There are a limited number of sites in
neglected disease–endemic environments capable of conducting trials
according to those rigorous international standards. Candidates often
fail in phase III, rendering such policy research moot.
Focusing pivotal trials on the research necessary to support licensure would reduce costs, expedite product registration, and lower
site and investigator demands. To succeed, however, simpler, phase
III trials for licensure must be paired with increased donor funding
for the phase IV observational studies necessary to support WHO
policy recommendations on its use and improve our understanding
of neglected diseases and the populations they affect.

investigators from proposed sites and experts with relevant developing country–trial experience in the review of proposed protocols to
spot potential problems upfront and help keep the studies simple,
feasible, and focused. Involving local investigators in trial design
and operations has the additional benefit of improving the investigator’s understanding and investment in the trial, training, and
long-term career development.
There are precedents for such an approach. For instance, the
Drugs for Neglected Diseases initiative (DNDi), a PDP, employs
“platforms for clinical research.”152 These are networks of investigators and stakeholders with a mixture of expertise around a specific
disease that help DNDi determine program needs, target product
profiles, and trial designs. DNDi also uses these platforms for investigator training and peer-to-peer communication on best practices.
Many PDPs and donors also employ independent scientific advisory boards to assist in developing target product profiles and clinical trial design. These committees are not typically charged with
advising on the efficiency of clinical trial design or staffed with
the necessary expertise to do so, but there is no reason this cannot
occur in the future. When experienced in resource-poor settings and
priced appropriately, CROs and clinical trial budgeting companies
can also play a useful role.

Pressure-testing protocols
Researchers, trial sponsors, and donors spend significant time negotiating the design of the trial and its protocol, and, on reaching
agreement, they are understandably anxious to initiate the trial.
Too little field-testing occurs to ensure that protocols are efficient
and feasible for the setting in which they will be implemented.
It is common practice for many multinational pharmaceutical companies to pressure test protocols by performing them with
dummy subjects and study products prior to initiating enrollment.
This approach increases upfront expenses, but reduces overall trial
costs by improving the efficiency of trial design and helping to avoid
protocol amendments. A similar approach should be adopted in
neglected-disease product development.

Early investigator input and independent
advisory committees

Early engagement with regulators and
ethics committees to streamline trial
initiation

Local investigator and independent stakeholder input should be
solicited early in the study design. This can be done by involving

Designing and initiating a multi-center phase III study of the
safety and efficacy of a drug or vaccine requires the cooperation
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Clinical trial monitoring
Clinical trial monitoring costs can often account for one-third to
two-thirds of the costs of a clinical trial. As part of its efforts, the
Working Group performed extensive consultations on the applicability and potential utility in the neglected-disease context of
electronic data capture (EDC) and statistical sampling techniques,
used increasingly in commercial trials to reduce data monitoring
costs. The feedback and evidence are compelling.
Using EDC instead of paper CRFs is often cited as the single
most effective step that a sponsor can take to reduce the cost and
duration of a clinical trial. EDC allows for real-time access to data,
reduces the need for on-site monitoring, and limits data errors,

cleaning time, and processing costs.156 A recent study of a phase III
trials conducted between 2006 and 2008 demonstrated a median
reduction of over 300 days in the time required for subject management.157 Another recent analysis by Duke University and Oxford
University, modeling the potential economic savings of various clinical trial practices, found EDC to result in a 10-percent reduction in
clinical trial costs.158 EDC also improves the quality and speed of
data collection and monitoring by improving the visibility of safety
issues and limiting the acceptable range of data fields, which helps
investigators quickly identify data entry errors and reduces the need
for subsequent data cleaning.
EDC is already available and increasingly used in neglected
disease–endemic settings with good clinical research infrastructure and resources (such as South Africa, Uganda, and parts of
India and Latin America). The challenge in the most resourcepoor settings is spotty Internet access, unreliable electricity, the
cost of EDC equipment, and the variation in EDC programs that
commercial sponsors use. Workarounds are possible, however.159
Some sponsors have successfully implemented satellite-based
systems in rural and resource-poor settings in Africa at modest
cost. Laptops and wireless modems have succeeded in settings
where electrical supply is unreliable. Given the small number of
donors in neglected-disease product development, EDC appears
to be an obvious candidate for bulk purchasing and infrastructure investment.
The Working Group also found compelling evidence on the benefits of central statistical sampling as a means of reducing the cost
and burden of data verification and site monitoring.160 Commercial
pharmaceutical companies apparently already use such practices in
developed country settings. Improved collaboration with regulators
would help ensure the acceptability of this approach.

Better, faster, cheaper clinical trials

and coordination of the many participants responsible for scientific
review, data management, safety/ethics review, regulation, contracting and grants, and the performance of the study. Process mapping
research in the other contexts has demonstrated that significant
time and resources are wasted waiting for the responses from the
other participants that could be obtained through direct engagement.153 The resulting delays in trial initiation can span years and
hinder patient enrollment, increase costs, and reduce the likelihood
of the trial’s success.154
Similar process mapping research would be enormously useful
in the global health technology context. In the interim, the regional
mechanism for regulatory and ethical review should be designed in
a manner that permits opportunities for direct engagement with
trial sponsors in order to reduce delays in trial initiation. Other
methods of reducing the time required for trial initiation, such as
standardizing site contracts, are producing results for other clinical trial networks and warrant consideration in neglected-disease
product development.155
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Chapter 6

Toward implementation

Recommendations in this report can be implemented independently or simultaneously—they are mutually reinforcing. Pooling regulatory and ethics review capacity regionally improves the
capabilities of regulators with which neglected-disease product
sponsors and investigators must work to ensure trials are efficient,
well adapted to the local circumstances, and protective of local
subjects. The possibility of conducting better, faster, and cheaper
clinical trials in a country or region, in turn, encourages sponsors
to conduct more clinical research there, generating the fees and
experience necessary to improve the capabilities of local regulators and IRB/ECs.
Realizing these complementary strategies will require collaboration and investment from all key stakeholders. These contributions
must include:
• From host national regulatory authorities, IRB/ECs, and their
governments: a political commitment to engage in regional
regulatory cooperation, including, where possible, a contribution of funding and personnel; an agreement to a common application and framework agreement that outlines the
regional clinical trial application process, requirements, and
assurances of protection for confidential data; a fee-sharing
arrangement with other participating NRAs; a willingness to
engage external expertise, when needed; and a willingness to
work with trial sponsors, as appropriate, to build quality and
efficiency into clinical trial planning and design.
• From trial sponsors: participation in the regional regulatory
and ethics review pathway and full compliance with its terms;
an agreement to allow regulators to share confidential data;
payment of additional fees to use the regional pathway; and
investment of upfront resources to improve the overall efficiency and quality of clinical trials.
• From donors: making high-quality regulatory and ethics review
of clinical trials in low- and middle-income countries a priority
for global health and economic development; requiring product development grantees to use that pathway; seed funding

to launch regional regulatory cooperation and to support the
participation of low-income country regulators; and supporting independent clinical trial planning advisory boards, EDC
monitoring equipment and platforms, and other infrastructure investments that can improve the quality and efficiency
of neglected-disease clinical research across technologies and
product development sponsors.
• From developed country regulators and international technical
agencies: sustained investment in technical assistance and diplomatic support for regional approaches to improve regulatory
and ethics oversight in low- and middle-income countries and
facilitate neglected-disease product development.
The prospects for generating these contributions from stakeholders are improved by two factors: the globalization of clinical
research, and existing regulatory initiatives and funding platforms
on which stakeholders may build.

Globalization of clinical research
The motivations for stakeholders to invest in regional regulatory
cooperation and more efficient clinical trial practices extend beyond
neglected diseases and global health.
Substantial and increasing private industry investment is devoted
to conducting biopharmaceutical clinical trials in developing countries. China, Argentina, Russia, and India are the fastest growing countries in terms of clinical trial activity, but such activity is
increasing in other low- and middle-income countries as well.161
This investment is motivated by the spiraling costs of clinical trials
and the difficulty of recruiting large numbers of treatment-naïve
people in developed countries as well as firms’ strategic interest
in establishing “footholds” in emerging markets.162 Conducting
clinical trials in low- and middle-income countries can often reduce
trial costs by more than 50 percent and increase the speed of patient
enrollment several-fold.163
Many developing countries have exhibited corresponding interest in attracting such clinical trial activity, As an important and
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growing source of foreign revenue, clinical trial activity represents
hundreds of millions of dollars of investment in some low- and
middle-income countries.164 There are potential spillover benefits
to clinical research as well: diffusion of medical knowledge and
effective medical practice; increased resources and training for
hospitals, medical schools, and regional research centers; longterm development of domestic life sciences industries; and greater
patient access to high-quality medical care.165 Accordingly, low- and
middle-income country governments view clinical trial activity as
not only promoting the development of new medicines to address
local needs but also as spurring local job creation and economic
development.166
As a result, there is a growing trend of low- and middle-income
countries investing in clinical trial site capacity, GCP training programs, and streamlining regulatory requirements as a matter of
industrial policy. In 2008 the Indian government invested in IRB/
EC training and simplified regulatory procedures for the import
of study materials as part of a larger effort to attract more clinical
trial activity.167 In 2004 China passed new regulations to streamline
regulatory requirements, impose GCP standards, and introduce
compulsory GCP training.168 Argentina and Brazil have likewise
invested in clinical trial site capacity and streamlined regulatory
requirements to attract more foreign trials. These trends are not
only prevalent in the large emerging economies; there are reports
of Panama, Peru, and Rwanda building clinical trial sites to host
vaccine and drug trials as well.
In this context, investments in improving clinical research and
regulatory capacity and efficiency in neglected disease–endemic
countries must be seen not just as matters of global health, but as
legitimate goals for economic development and increasing indigenous innovative capacity. This is a sea change that presents opportunities for tapping new sources of investment from industry, local
governments, and international bilateral and multilateral donors
that fund economic development projects.
Like other regulators, however, the FDA and EMA have limited capacity, mandates, and opportunities to monitor the conduct
and quality of clinical research and ensure the safety of subjects in
foreign jurisdictions. In fiscal year 2008, for example, 80 percent
of the applications for drugs and biologics approved by the FDA
used data from overseas clinical trials, but the FDA inspected fewer
than 1 percent of the foreign sites involved.169 Without an IND,
a sponsor is not required to notify the FDA of an overseas clinical

trial, and FDA may be completely unaware of the existence of that
trial until the sponsor applies for licensure. Accordingly, the EMA
and FDA have expressed interest in supporting more information
sharing, capacity building, and a robust international framework
for the oversight of international clinical trials.170 This interest
creates potential opportunities to tap the technical support and
resources that these agencies can mobilize to improve the regulatory
and ethical review capacity of priority countries for global health
technology development.171

Existing initiatives
Regional efforts on clinical trials and medicines regulation in lowand middle-income countries already exist and should be leveraged
in support of neglected-disease product development. AVAREF
and related WHO efforts in the Developing Country Vaccine
Regulatory Network, Association of Southeast Asian Nations,
and the Pan-American Health Organization have all launched
programs on clinical trial regulation. Numerous regional economic
communities in Africa are pursuing the harmonization of drug
registration as part of the African Medicines Regulatory Harmonization (AMRH) initiative and have clinical trial regulation on
their future agendas.172 The World Bank has established a trust
fund, financed with a start-up investment of $12.5 million from the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, to support these efforts.173 The
analysis and recommendations provided by this Working Group
provide practical and scalable ways to adapt and coordinate these
WHO and AMRH efforts to address the challenges and opportunities presented by the neglected-disease product pipeline: an influx
of large complex trials over the next 5–10 years, and substantial
donor interest in the success and adequate oversight of those trials.
The World Bank trust fund is a potential platform from which to
finance these efforts.
There are also numerous new initiatives researching innovative
approaches to improve the efficiency of clinical development without reducing its rigor and protection for subjects. In 2007 the FDA
launched a public-private partnership with Duke University as the
convener—the Clinical Trials Transformation Initiative (CTTI)—
with the goal of identifying clinical trial practices which through
broad adoption will increase the quality and efficiency of clinical trials.174 Clinical research groups from Duke, McMaster, and
Oxford Universities have initiated the Sensible Guidelines for the
Conduct of Clinical Trials Project to advocate for the simple design
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and quality of neglected-disease clinical trials. The concerns that
these clinical research initiatives seek to address—rising costs and
decreasing productivity—are most urgent in the neglected-disease
context, where there is inadequate funding and infrastructure to
support such inefficiency.
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of large-scale trials in order to reduce costs and improve patient participation.175 The research from these and other initiatives has not
yet focused on trials in resource-poor developing country settings,
but may have some applicability or be adaptable for these settings.
These initiatives are potential partners in improving the efficiency
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Looking ahead

The regulatory and financing challenges involved with developing
and delivering innovative neglected-disease drugs and vaccines to
the patients who need them will not end with clinical development.
Before a drug or vaccine may be marketed or distributed, the appropriate regulatory authority for that jurisdiction must confirm the
safety, quality, and efficacy of that product. Adequate post-market
surveillance is required to ensure the safety and effectiveness of
the novel drugs and vaccines that millions of children and adults
in developing countries may soon receive for malaria, TB, dengue
fever, and other neglected diseases.
Many low-income country NRAs have limited experience,
resources, and mandates for assessing, approving, and registering
innovative products. Few low- and middle-income countries have
functional post-market safety systems, and most do not yet report
adverse events. The WHO and established NRAs can support but
not replace the local regulatory oversight required for products
launched simultaneously in developing countries or intended for
their exclusive use. Consequences of these regulatory shortcomings
for the success of expanded treatment and immunization efforts

can be significant. After a long and costly development process,
substantial delays in registration and products reaching market are
an obvious deterrent to drug and vaccine development. Without
timely and accurate safety information, poor quality products can
unnecessarily harm patients. Real or rumored adverse events can
undermine public confidence and cause lasting damage to treatment
and immunization programs.
The regional regulatory platforms and cooperation strategies
recommended in this report could be expanded over time to support and build capacity for other critical regulatory functions in
low- and middle-income countries as well. Regional cooperation that
achieves more certain review times and reduces regulatory inconsistencies in clinical trial oversight could achieve similar objectives for
product registration. A regional approach that pools scarce country
regulatory resources and provides a sustainable platform for clinical
trial oversight capacity building could do the same for post-market
drug and vaccine surveillance. These compound benefits of regional
platforms for regulatory cooperation provide further compelling
justification for stakeholder investment.

Appendixes
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Working Group members

Vincent Ahonkhai, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Vincent Ahonkhai is the Senior Regulatory Officer at the Bill
& Melinda Gates Foundation. He recently retired as Vice President
of Regulatory Affairs at GlaxoSmithKline, where he specialized
in clinical safety, managed the pharmacovigilance department,
and gave a physician’s perspective for pharmaceutical development.
Ahonkhai has also held senior positions at Merck and R.W. Johnson
Pharmaceutical Research Institute. His areas of expertise include
both U.S. and global drug development, and he has overseen a product development portfolio that includes antibiotics, antivirals, and
vaccines. A pediatrician by training, Ahonkhai is a long-standing
member and fellow of several professional organizations including
the American Medical Association, National Medical Association,
American Society for Microbiology, Infectious Diseases Society
of America, Pediatric Infectious Diseases Society, and American
Academy of Pharmaceutical Physicians. After completing medical
school and internships in Nigeria, he obtained additional training
in pediatric residency followed by a fellowship in infectious diseases
at the State University of New York–Downstate Medical Center.
Ernst Berndt, MIT Sloan School of Management
Ernst Berndt is the Louis E. Seley Professor in Applied Economics at the MIT School of Management. His research examines how
medical innovations have affected the cost of disease treatment,
factors affecting the globalization of clinical trials, incentives to
induce research and development into third world clinical diseases,
how industry funding of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
through user fees has affected review times and safety withdrawal
rates, and the impact of direct-to-consumer marketing of prescription pharmaceuticals on drug utilization. In addition, Berndt is
director of the Biomedical Enterprise Program, a joint program of
MIT Sloan and the Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and
Technology. He also serves as director of the National Bureau of
Economic Research Program on Technological Progress and Productivity Measurement. He is a prolific and highly cited researcher

in the fields of industrial organization, applied microeconomics and
health economics, as he was named the “Most Cited Economist
under 40” in 1985. Berndt received his Ph.D. from University of
Wisconsin-Madison and his B.A. from Valparaiso University, where
he is a distinguished alumnus.
Fred Binka, INDEPTH Malaria Clinical Trials Alliance
Fred Binka serves as the Executive Director of the INDEPTH
Network, a population and health NGO in Ghana, and is an Associate Professor of Epidemiology for the School of Public Health at
the University of Ghana. His research topics include strengthening
research capacity in the public health sector, malaria epidemiology, and malaria intervention treatments. He also has worked as
a medical officer for the World Health Organization, for the Liberty Medical Centre in Nigeria, and for the Ministry of Health
in Ghana. He has served on several committees, such as PATH
Canada, the African Medical Research Foundation, the Global
Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation, and the World Health
Organization. In 2001 Binka was the first recipient of the Rudolf
Geigy Award, recognizing his “outstanding contributions to Malaria
control and health development in Africa.” He received his Ph.D.
in Epidemiology from the University of Basel in Switzerland, his
M.P.H. from the Hebrew University in Jerusalem, and his M.D.
from the University of Ghana.
Thomas Bollyky, Center for Global Development (Chair)
Thomas J. Bollyky is a research fellow at the Center for Global
Development (CGD), where his research focuses on legal and
regulatory issues in global health, technological innovation and
delivery, and international trade. He is also an Adjunct Professor of Law at Georgetown University and serves on the Institute
of Medicine’s committee on strengthening regulatory systems in
developing countries. Prior to coming to CGD, Bollyky was Director of Intellectual Property and Pharmaceutical Policy at the Office
of the United States Trade Representative, a Fulbright Scholar to
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Michael Brennan, AERAS Global TB Vaccine Foundation
Michael Brennan is the Senior Advisor for Global Affairs at the
AERAS Foundation. He develops strategies for the timely introduction of new TB vaccines into low-income countries, and he works
closely with national regulatory authorities that are responsible
for clinical trial approval and new product licensure. Brennan also
heads projects on the development of correlates and biomarkers
for TB vaccines. Prior to joining AERAS, he spent more than 20
years at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, where he was an
associate director at the Office of Vaccines Research and Review,
and was head of the TB vaccine program. In 2001 he worked in
Geneva assisting the WHO in its development if a new Tuberculosis
Vaccine Initiative. Brennan has published more than 90 scientific
articles on vaccines and infectious diseases, and his early research
paved the way for widespread whooping cough immunizations. An
authority on vaccine development and regulatory review, he sits on
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